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ymumean slews
Volume i. No. 5.

TUCUriCARI, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY.
of the blending voices in singing the Grand

THE CHURCH

ENTERTAINMENT
Was One of Best Ever Given in
Tucumcari.
LARGE CR.OWD

ATTENDED

The Baptist Musical and Pecitalion

En-

tertainment program was had at the church
last night according to announcement. Thu
rendition showed splendid preparation and
everybody who attended were pleased with
the entire performance, and pronnnced
it the very best ever produced in Tucum-car-

i.

Old Hymn.
Recitations by .Mrs. McCjttaid, simply
great, showing remarkable powers as a
Everybody
and strong elocutionist.
enjoyed them.
A Vocal Solo "Anchored" by John Jerome
and
McCourt, of HI Paso, was A No.
everybody enjoyed it immensely J o h n
McCourt is good in everything hi; does.
Instrumental Solo, by Alex. D. Golden- bcrg was well executed, showing much
A Vocal Solo,
musical talent.
"May
Morning," a difficult piece, was well ren
dered by Mrs. Jarrell.
The recitation akie and Old Jacob, by
Miss Ruth A her, kept the audience in a
roar of laughter, and the rendition co u d
not be improved upon, was an excellent
piece of acting. Mandolin and guitar, by
Anderson, Herring and Miss Anderson, of
course was good, and the audience regretted there was not More of it.
"()!' Picket's Nell," by Miss Anderson,
to say good, would be putting it mildly
yes, it was better than that.
It was as
natural as nature. "Over The Ocean
Mine," by Jerome McCourt, like his p r e
Everyvious song, was good, very good.
body declared the entire performance the
We are
best ever given in Tucumcari.
very proud of our local talent
1

NOV. 25,

Subscription $1.50 a year.

1905.

NOTICE.

BLOCK RANCH

"Tucumcari News,"

IS SOLD

.

LARGEST RANCH IN LINCOLN
J. K. Dcndingcr, the well known stockman nf Dallas, Texas, has purchased the
Mlock Ranch, or the ranch and stock of the
Iil Capiian Land & Cattle Co m p a n y of
Lincoln county, including the ranch lands,
sheep and 18,000 head of cattle, f o r t h e
sum of S.)oo,ooo. The range is located in
Lincoln and Chaves counties and s a
500,000 acres.
This is one of the largest sales made in
cattle land in a long time. The ranch was
purchased from the sole owners, H.
and Mrs. Nancy Thurber, both
of New York.
Mr. Dendinger will assume
control at once.
The purchaser is one the best known
stockmen in New Mexico and Texas, hav
ing been actively in the business for about
thirty years. He owns entensive land in
terests in the Pecos Valley, besides large
holdings in land and cattle in Texas.

I

IT

Men's f.lftthinn
of Worth
We are doing a great deal of arguing just now to con-vinr- e
you that we can lit and please you in your Winter
Suit -- but how easy it would be to convince you, if you
would only drop in for a look over our stock.
Price is not the measure of goodness in Men's Clothing,
though it is the only conmmendation you get at some
stores. Sunny Jim, says "You can fool a hen with a
China egg, but it makes a mighty poor Omelet." So it
is with doming. The price may be low, but the goodness is gone You find very little of the Gross, Kelly
kind of Clothing offered you
We say without hesitation that we have the most imposing display of Clothing Tucumcari has ever s e e n .
Everything a man desires in a Suit, Style, Snappiness,
Wear, Shape, Dependability, and then too, our prices
are more economical than would at first seem, for it is in
the after satisfaction and wear that their true worth is
is Shown.

li e recollection

too

tZJ SYSTEM

STri!UAurn.rHOHiAco

cincinnatijq

We aim to sell the
best not the cheapest

I

of quality will remain long after the
price is forgotten."
Gross, Kelly

&

Company

Mexico.
In Witness Whereof I have hereunto sot
my hand and seal of office this zolh day of
Nov. 1905.
S. J. Hhndkon, Chmn.
T. A. Waynh,
Member,
"
Paih.o Mkdina,
J. V. Gai.i.hoos,
Probate Clerk.

SliALl

My N. V.

i

spell-boun- d

copynutMT

N. M., Nov. 20, iyojj

A Dallas Stockman Buys it for the Hoard of County Commissioners of Quay
County, New Mexico, have this day in
Sum of $400,000.
open court designated The Tucumcari News
as the ollicial paper of Quay County, New

The guitar and mandolin selection by
Messrs. Herring. Anderson and M iss (irace
Anderson put the entire audience in a good
humor.
The Vocal Solo, "A Whispered Vov,"
by Mrs. O. A. Mason, certainly wasa treat
for she has a remarkebly sweet and a highly cultivated voice, and sang well.
The
recitation, "Thora," by Miss Lizzie Troup
was well rendered and she showed m u c h
talent in the rendition of that dilHcidt piece.
The Quartette, "Nearer My Clod To
Thee," by Dr. Coulter, McCargar, Mrs.
McCargar and Miss Anderson, truly was a
The Hon. M. Rudulph, County Supt. of
grand musical recitation, and so thoroughSherman Kacey was in town from the
ly rende red that the audience was almost Pell Ranch,
He is gaining health again public schools, was in from Re v u e t o ,
Tuesday to attend to business matters.
at the sweetness and harmony after a slight indisposition.
--

Tucumcari,

Gentlemen:
You are hereby notified that the Hon.

Gallkgos,
Deputy.

HYMENEAL
Thursday Robert Cain and Miss Bessie
Harvey, popular young people of Liberty,
were married in this city.
Manuel Plea and Miss Trinidad Martinez and Vidali Montoya and Miss Modes-t- a
Toyfoya at the court honse Thursday,
Rev,
A. Haelterman,
Catholic Priest,
Puerto De Luna, officiating.
Today Montoya Rafael Munisc and Miss
Onofri Gonzalez, at Montoya, Rev Haelterman officiating.
Licenses were also issued to Pablo
Heravidez and Miss Cornelita Aguilar.

Our Kind of

(lotif

Boys'
They are not afraid of the
boy ami he will like their
appearance.

Staunch Materials
Are Chosen

The seams are double sewed with silk, and the hidden parts, where the wear
counls.especially

Remember our advice on shoes

Buy Wow
and save money, shoes are
vancing every day.

Be sure to see

Xmas Goods

our

1

i

n

ad-

e o f
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home and thn SHOWS A THOUGHTLESS SPIRIT
$:;0 would be increased to $500 A Deaf People in Social Gatherings Too
year.
As Arabella was gentle and
Often Forgotten.
obedient Captain Woods nnd his wife
Sho was very (loaf, and so the conhad no doubt of succeeding in persuading her to consent lo marrying versation ran on busily about her, sho
Ho had no appar- looked around with a pathetic little
Captalt: Bugbee.
that
ent rivals, for country beaux were not smile that said, plainly.I "Itryknow
to be recountenanced and she knew no one I am counted out, and
outside of the village. True, she had signed."
Once or twice, when laughter rang
spent two months in Baltimore tho
past year with Mrs. Woods' sister, but out or a hush of astonishment fell upshe seemed to have made no acquaint- on the company, she looked tip eagerances. The negotiation dragged and ly as if about to ask what they were
Captain Bugbee's hunger to possess saying. But then sho remembered
the money grew. Finally, Arabella that some one would hnve to come, sit
was commanded by her uncle to pre- close beside her, and speak very loudpare to marry Captain Bugbee in ly to make her understand. And she
throe weeks, and. to his surprise, tho sighed a little and was silent, contenting herself with watching the changing
girl made no violent protest.
"You sop I wns all prepared for tho expressions on tho faces around her.
Yet she was the brightest woman
wedding." said tho clergyman as he
reached the deck of tho schooner, there, the most gracious, the most
pointing to a book In his hand. "It cultivated and tactful. If some ono
night," re- had only taken the trouble to sit
won't be until
her and give her the clow to tho
plied the skipper. "I was obliged to
various remarks she could havo en
run up to Rushton
"As long as I'm aboard I'll go with tercd Into tho conversation and addyou," responded tho minister. "I've a ed much to it.
But she was deaf and they were
few things to attend to in Rushton."
"Are you a clergyman?" enquired thoughtless and rudo. It is so easy
the man who had hired the Amanda just to neglect them and lot the conand who had just come up out of the versation run over their heads. There
iiro few faults of which a usually well-brecuddy.
company is more often guilty.
Mr. Glubb replied in the afflrmntlve.
"Then," said the man, "I'd like a Yet it is an extremely rude and unkind thing.
word or so with you."
There should be some one in every
Tho two disappeared down tho cud-dwell bred gathering gentle enough of
ladder.
"I hope that sick man won't die on, heart to draw the deaf person into the
board," mused tho skipper; "he must circle, and by tactful little comments
bo worse or what would si preacher and occasional repetitions of what is
going on, make that ono feel that she
have to t'.o?"
The o&cupants of the cuddy remain- is not overlooked nor counted worth-loss
just because the hearing is not
ed below until the schooner reached
as good as it once was. Chicago
hir. wife r.t. tho Woods

Humorist

'JVlotber Listobvn

Dtituih of
wu7. sottln' In
."lutl'tf barbershop
An' ol' i'oppei-coorWinn
Stroked his ehln fin' paumd to n.i.
That In PlttsbuiK Mary'.' lamb
Couldn't be a white one. eh?
Wicker took the subject up
An' chipped in to say that when
Wash day comes the clothes wus rU
Clcarmr 'fore they washed 'em thun
When they lump out on the line
An' was taken in uK'iin.
Ol' Moir laughed an' asked me If
would live there, an' I Rot
Solltim-llk- e
an' said: "If it's
I'lttsburg stogie smoke, like Mott
up tho room
Is
Jlat nt present with. I'd not!"
Detroit Tribune.
..
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(Copyright 1905 by Dally Story Pub. Co.)
A man camo down tho vhar at hour in a hired wagon which the capBonner's Point and beholding Captain tain know belonged in Bonner. "I
Silas Bugbee leaning over the rail of wonder who tho feller is?" he murthe schooner Amanda accosted him. mured; "I don't know of no strangers
"Can I hire this boat to take me to here."

Rushton
he asked. Tho
skipper turned his hard blue eye on
the speaker, whose habiliments and
manner bespoke a city-breman.
"You can't," he replied, "she's a job
for
"That's bad," responded the prospective hirer; "I am anxious to be in
Rushton in time to take the steamboat
for Baltimore. I'd give ten dollars
for the passage."
The skipper moved uneasily. With
the present sou'-wewind a run over
to Rushton wouldn't take more than
three hours. Ten dollars was not to
be passed by and as a matter of fact
this skipper expected to spend five
that very night.
"When do you want to start?" ho
ashed.
Til be ready at six o'clock and I
suppose you can get me in Rushton
bv nine. The steamboat leaves there
at ten."
fitill the skipper pondered. Ho proposed to bo married that night and
was then preparing to go across the
bay for that very important accessory
ti a wedding a clergyman. In fact,
had already been
tin engagement
made with tho reverend gentleman.

The man assisted another man, curiously muffled for tho time of year, out
of the wagon. A man very awkwardly
clothed and muffled as to tho neck
in a comforter.
A slouch hat was
pulled far over his face. "Something
queer," muttered the skipper, "but it's
no business of mine."
"This is Captain Bugbee, the owner
of the boat," remarked the man who
had arrangd negotiations to his companion.
Tho muffled man emitted a sound
very like unto a smothered laugh and
turned his face away from the skip-per- .

d

st

dol-lar- y

WfA

Journal.

Sleeping in Sunshine.
man who has just returned from
n sojourn at the seashore has solved
the problem of taking a siesta on the
beach in full sunshine without so
much as the shade of a parasol and
yot without injury to the eyes, says
"My friend is sick," said the hirer
the Philadelphia Record. "It's simple
of the boat. "Im anxious to get him
onough when you know how," ho says,
to Baltimore.
I'll help him up the
"and consists merely in putting a
plank."
bandage over the eyes
Then a big portmanteau
was
and fastening it in tho back so it
brought over the rail and the sick
won't como off during sleep. A handman went down into tho cuddy.
kerchief will do if you haven't any
The skipper cast off and was holdthing better, but it is needlessly wide
ing tho schooner hard against the
and a little heavy. All you want is
wind when ho was hailed from a skiff
a narrow strip which keeps out tho
which had put out from tho oppeviito
light and yet permits you to get all
bay.
of
side
tho
tho air you want, something which is
"Isn't that Captain Bugbee?" hntlod
impossible if you put a hat over your
a man in tho little craft. To an afface. Tho bandage ought to be dark
firmative answer ho went on.
in color, too, it possible. A woman's
"I'm the Rev. Mr. Glubb and you
long black silk stocking is just the
were coming lor me this evening. I
thing. I learned this trick from an
put out to meet. you. captain."
army offlcer, who says it's a common
Now, the captain, as before hinted,
thing for soldiers sleeping in the open
intended to marry Miss Arabella Pit "Marriage be !" howled the skipper. on tho western
plains, where it begins
kins that very night. Miss Pltkins
to get light as early as 4 o'clock in
prea
its
then,
destination
with
and
had been left tho most desirable sum
morning and where sleep without
of $5,000 by her father, in possession occupied countenance, the Rev. Mr. tho
Glubb accompanied the two puusen-ger- s such a bandage is impossible."
of which sho was to como on attainashore, asking the skipper to
ing her twentieth year. This event
Wrong Flavor for Bath.
would occur tho coming winter and wait a half hour for him.
A traveling man who sells flavoring
When ho camo back the marine inwas viewed with apprehension by her
uncle. Captain Abel Woods, in whose quired if he had burled the sick man. extracts registered at one of the largo
care she had been committed by her "Rather mysterious, but license all hotels yesterday and told the clork
The city
father. It was obvious that a girl a3 regular," replied the clergyman, "the that he wanted a bath.
attractive as was Arabella and with sick man happens to be a well unman water was exceedingly muddy, hut
money to boot would not long remain and I've just married her to the mau the clerk forgot that. Ho assigned the
guest to a room with a private bath
unmarried and when sho did marry who accompanied Iter."
"Did you find out her name," risked attached.
Fifteen minutes later tho
tho $300 allowed him annually for her
clerk was called '.o the house telemaintenance and schooling ceased. Captain Bugbee, turning pale.
"Why, how else could I havo mar- phone. It was t'.io new arrival who
Then Captain Bugbee came on the
scene and paid ardent court to Ara- ried her? Her name's Arabellp Plt- wanted him.
"Hey." caller! the traveling man,
bella. It is possible that Captain Bug- kins and she told me there was a horbee had had a regard for his parents rible old wretch trying to force 02r to "you've given me the wrong Ilavor."
and also as to the future welfare of marry him. She had to disguise her"What do you mean?" asked tho
his soul, but tho on thing he loved self as a man to escape. Tho mrr. she puzzled clerk.
was money. Had no been a poet, and married sho met in Baltimore last
"I've got a chocolate bath here."
happily he was not, his Impassioned your. He seems a very good sort of was the reply. "I want vanilla."
odes would have been dedicated to fellow."
Kansas City Times.
After an astonished pause tho clerdebars rather than to raven tresses
or to liquid blue eyes. The very at- gyman said sharply. "Please renem-he- r
my calling, Captain Bugbee. Such
tractive personality of tho girl was enWilliam Crooks, ouo
tirely secondary to tho snug sum of language as you are using is displace-fil- l members of the Englishof the Labor
Parliament,
and I've a mind to refuse tc permoney she would inherit and Captain
speaking the other day at the Crvstal
Bugbee determined at all odds to have form the marriage ceremony to mor- , palace,
touched on one of the radical
tho money and as a necessity tho row night for you."
difficulties
of labor
"Marriage
bo
."
girl. But he did not find favor with
howled the
"I
thus:
know
what they say about
Arabella and the wily mariner enlist-e- skipper and Mr. Glubb Hod down Into
They growl, 'Ave we
the support of Captain Woods by the cuddy.
?ot ter work as 'ard fer ourselves as
playing upon hi:, cupidity. Ho promised, that in the event of Arabella,
She Jb a wife girl ho is knowi, :' we did fer the guv'nor'." 'Yes,' say,
'you're your own guv'nor& now. Get
warrvhxs htm he would reside with be car?ari: tie declines tp J?so
at U sad
orV as hp.rd as ryi can '
A

light-weig-

m

"You can't,"

i

d

he replied, "she's a job
for
However, a wedding can be postponed
"iie day and a clergyman is likely to
le Qt leisure most any evening and
ihftn ten dollars
"I'll do it," said tho skipper, "be
hrre at six o'clock."

rhauled bis running rigging and
nil ready for bis sail to RU3b-Hicustomer onrared oa tb?

e

d
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"Pays

for

he contemplated the vision in the fireplace.
"I did love her very, very tenderly,"
he replied.
"Did she love you?" asked Nellie
after a long pause.
"Most passionately," he replied,
"The parting nearly killed both of us."
"Why did you part?" asked tho girl,

the Ad'Otce

"Let's are your tongue." th doctor said,

f

l

i
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Luck of Muncastcr Hall a Relic of
fortunate King.

i

Un-

In Muncastcr castle. In Cumberland,
England, the seat of Lord Muucaster,
there is, in the oldest part of the
building, a reoin which is known as
the King's room. According to tradileaning forward eagerly.
tion this was once occupied by Henry
"Her father resoliiiely opposed tho VI. In it may be seen four ancient
union," he replied slowly. "Me was bedposts of handsome carved oak, In
an invalid and she thought It her duty an excellent stale of preservation, and
to ilefer to his wishes and
remain which are believed to belong to tho
with him and care for him. She bed in which the king slept.
would not listen to any waiting or my
It was In the year MCI that ho was
part. but. renounced our happiness at Muncastcr. The Wars of the Roses
once and for all."
wore convulsing tho kingdom at the
Nellie had risen and now stood time, and tho unfortunate king, fleeclose to Arthur with pale face and ing for his life after tho defeat of his
frightened eyes.
troops at Towton, made his way into
"Is her father still alive?" she ask- - Cumberland, where he was reduced to
cd.
wandering about in a destitute condi"No," he replied, "I read of his tion on tho hills. Hero ho was found
'
death only tho other day."
one night by some loyal shepherds,
"Why do you not go back to her?" who conducted him safely to Muncas-to- r
she faltered.
castle, whore lived Sir John Pen"You ought to know." he replied, nington, an ancestor of Lord Muncas-ter- ,
rising nnil looking down at her tenwho was a devoted adherent to
derly. "The old love is dead and a the Lancastrian cause. Henry received
new one lives in Its place."
a hearty welcome, and lay concealed
Tho color swept, back to her face as at Muncastcr for many weeks, while
she nsked hysterically:
"Are you ' his enemies made active search for
sure you love me as much as you did him high and low. At length his presher?"
ence there became suspected, and he
"More." he exclaimed passionately, could no longer remain in safety.
as ho held out his arms appoallngly.
setting out on his travels again
She nestled herself within them and Henry took sorrowful leave of his
sobbed, hysterically as she Hung her faithful host. "Silver and gold and
jewels have none to give," he said,
"but this will I give you, and along
with it the blessing of the most unfortunate of princes." He thereupon
presented Sir .John with a curious
glass bowl in which he had been accustomed lo keep holy water, and.
kneeling down, ho prayed thai, every
blessing might await, tho friend who
had shown such constancy to him
in his heavy misfortunes, and further
that a male heir might never be wanting to this ancient race. In conclusion, the king assured Sir John that
the family would .prosper so long sis
they preserved the bowl unbroken.
So saying, he went out into the world

"You fool rim down. I ano;
.Just sleep eight hours of every clay
'I't'ii ilo!larn In my fee."

"You may lie right." tho lawyer said,
"Hut Juries disagree.;
"Vou better settle out of court
A Hundred Is my loo."
"Would you he nood," the preacher said,
Willi pious
elate,
".fust love you neighbor as yourself"- And then lie passed the plate.

TREASURED GIFT OF MONARCH.

i

And thus n human nature made.
For in these rase threi
Jones gladly paid tor pond advice
lie would have scorned If free.
New York Life.

j

O 'HQ

j

(Copyright lilO.'i by Dally Story Pub. Co.)
Ha had ))otiro(l forth his soul in pas- "See," she said, "you tire joking about
sionate sentences which left hitu weak it already. You'll forget all about it
and trembling lis ho waited for her re- in a fortnight."
ply.
"No. not in a fortnight," he replied
Her voice was full of sympathy and gravely. "Nor in a lifetime."
it.
kindness as she answered him. but
"Yes. you will." she replied smiling.
was firm and there was no trace of "You an1 no judge, yet. Men always
passion.
think their llrst love affair very tragic. This is your llrst affair, is it. not?
"No, Arthur," she mild, "it is impossible. I like you very much as a You you never were in love that, is,
friend and I respect you and admiro thought yourself in love with any
you, but I do not love you and I can- other girl, did you?"
not marry you.'
a quick, oharp
He shot
lance at
.
.
.
.
rwl ilin Hunt:
,.!,...
'Pi.
",a r"" "",4
",l t.t..
her and the sadness in his laco was
drew tight about his mouth.
replaced for an Instant by an expres- "You must. Nellie," ho exclaimed s,on ()f mIxod s,rewdncg8 in(i
"I love you so much you n)lmUlon wvU (nmvn l() ns business
were made for me I I cannot give nf!HOclntu8.
iuL 1h!s wnR only u ,insh
you up."
ml tno .sadness returned to his face.
I do not love you," sin said
"But
Yes, there was another,
TV
he re- .
gently.
And you surely would not p
softly, gazing reminisccntly Into
want a w ie whoso heart you did not !. hed

iri

Bo-for- e

'

,Jotcr-liercel-

7

have."
"Yes r would," ho rejoined. "I want
you on any terms. I will make you
love

mo.

I will

find a way.

She started Imperceptibly and looked at him searchingly. His eyes were
si ill on tin lire and she bit her lip In

Only

marry me, that's all."
"Now bo reasonable. Arthur," she
urged. "You have so much sense generally that it is most distressing lo
see you go on in such a ridiculous
manner. You will get over this notion of yours in a little while and will

vexation at the involuntary feeling
she had displayed.
"Was was ir long ago?" she asked
"You never
in a disinterested lone.
spoke of her to me."
"Yes, it was some years ago before I came here," he replied. "I never
spoke of it because it is a closed chapter a sacred chapter, and I never
cared to resurrect it."
His eyes were still soft and dreamy.
"Where was it." she asked as indifferently as possible after some
fa of rather awkward silence.
"In .Michigan," he replied. "Before
I came south."
Still the dreamy eyes fixed on the
fire. Tho girl moved uncomfortably
In her chair. She resolved to end tho
conversation, perceiving her danger,
but curiosity or whatnot was too
strong.
"Was she tall or short?" she asked.
"Short," he answered with something like enthusiasm. Nellie was tall
"Short, and. soft and
and willowy.
clinging."
The color faded from Nellie's face.
She felt unreasonably hurl and angry
at the man and the northern girl.
"Was she light or dark?" she asked
as though possessed to drink tho very
dregs.
"Light," he replied with lino onthus-iasm- ,
gazing into tho coals as though
he saw her. "Fair and dainty as Dresden china, with hair like liquid gold
Her
and eyes like a summer sky.
cheeks wore a perpetual flush like a
rose and her lips were like the rarest
coral." Nellie was. dark with Hashing
black eyes and au olive skin.
"She she must have been very
beautiful," whispered Nellie, her lips
qulverlug.
"She was." he answered, "and as
good and true and sweet as she- was
beautiful.''
ery
fcer
"You must have lof. sd
much," faltered 'liMiu fawtaited by
aaoa la ail srw it
be Ityht,

suppose a woman has a right to
change her name."
arms about his neck: "I suppose a
woman has a right to change her
mind."
"Once, but no more." he answered.
And (lie girl did not dream that '.he
perfidious wretch was saying to himself: "First prize to me as a scientific
romancer."
And she never knew that the girl ir.
Michigan was a myth born of the necessities of Arthur's courtship.

"I

mo-me-

j
j

she must have been very beautiful," whispered Nellie,
find some other girl just suited for
you and I will be a good friend, a
sister to you always."
"Oh, Lordy. not that," he broke in
makine a comical grimaco in spite of
his distress. "It's too horribly trite
and commonplace. Bo a niece or an
aunt or a grandmother anything but
a sister. It makes mo feel like the
hero of a short fctory. The girls to
whom thoy proooae nlwavs, become
sl&ters to them"
walledShe bluthed a bit vri

"She

tfc-s-

j

-

t
,

Nothino

VVroiuj.

the mutter, my
l.o.
The world yoe.s plugging along
In the same hi way tioni day to day,
riliiging her good old nong.
grow old to yon.
Mnyhc her
And niayhe your hope grow film;
Hut there's nothing at ail i ho matter, my
boy- -It's only your l'ooll.sh whim.
The re Is nothing nt all tho matter, my
boy
You have only lost your hold;
Ott bark to tho life and back to tho
sti i'o.
fjot bark to your work's enfold.
There is work laid mil for your hands to
do.
.So slick to
our lank with vim:
re
Tht Is nothing ui all the mat tor, my
loy
li s only your toollsb whim.
Thf'io Ip nothing at nil tho matter, my
boy
.
SStund by till your task la done;
H's tho way tor n placo lit the world's
ami incc-It'- .s
won.
t.i. way that tht end
Thure't n place at the top. rut tho way
l' ions.
Don't rail if your star fjiown dim:
Don't sny thai the world's all wrong, my
bos
It's only your foolish whim.
'. Grltfln
V.
in Milwaukee Sonllntl.
j'iu re is nothing in all
.

'

The Luck of Muncnster.
more to try and retrieve his
broken fortunes.
Four and a half centuries have
passed away since thai pathetic scene
was enacted within the grim walls of
Muucaster castle, but tho bowl is still
in existence, li is of glass, of a pale- green color, with a simple ornamentation in gold and enamel, and is about
six inches in diameter and two and
a half in height.
Delicate and fragile
as it. is, the care which has been bestowed upon it. has preserved it while
generation after generation of
have passed away, and thus
it has been brought down to the present day a valuable relic of the past,
rich in association of historical incident and heavy with the interest with
which centuries of devotion have Invested it. It is only brought out now
on very rare and important occasions,
and the only use to which it .is nut Is
that, it is employed as a christening
bowl for the baptism of members of
the family.

once

Eggs.
No Shortage of
Ono Item stood out.
among the sacks of coffee, barrels of
pickle?, tons of meat and thousands
of biscuit at the grand spread given
at the joint celebration of tho Republican Hub recently held at West Chester. Pa. That Hem was 10.000
eggs.
Hard-Boile-

d

hard-boile-

Vermonters Are Good Gues6er3.
A Vermont merchant ran a contest
Girl Writes Verse,
bawwl on the length of time that a
Violet Firth, a thirteen-year-olEns big caudle in his window would burn.
list, s;tl, has written a vqIuu:
of It burned 93 horns 33 minutes and 46
wor tUau 5,0
sens a'Tiich hi
d

rli

twin.,

,

LOCAL

BOYS

NEWS.

K. I'. Donohoo has ordered 200 Thanksgiving turkeys for the Rock Island eating
That is
houses, Liberal to Santa Rosa.

We want to send you free of all

Notice.
Whoever has Beverly of fl r a u s t a r
please return at once.
S C Camimikll.

10 copies of our journal which
can sell for 50c. You retain
the entire amount to pay for your
future supplies which we will furnish to you at a special rate in order to encourage you to build up a
permanent monthly route.
Address a postal card to Dept. A,
and we will send the papers by return ol mail. This pays you 50c
and will only cost you ic, so attend
to it at once, as we can only supply
them to a limited number in each
district. In fact, to only one if it is
in the country.

cost,

2,400 pounds of birds provided they weigh
12 pounds a piece, which is about an average for the Kansas product.
Henry Coke, Sappello, one of Quay
countie's rich sheepmen, is in town today
attending to business,
lion. Milnor Ru
dolph, our County Sunt, of Schools, is
his manager on his Juay county ranch
He is also in town and intends to go to
Alamogordo.
An official special consisting of four
coaches, with president Douglas, general
manager H. L. Simmons, foreman of en
gines, E. Gorden, and C. 13 Eddy, came in
from El Paso, Monday night and went
through to Dawson, Tuesday morning, and
returned south, Friday.
Investigation is in process to o c a t e a
gravel bed near this city. The Rock Island
wants it for ballast, and we are told t h e
enterprise will employ a bout 200 men.
With that much pay roll Tucumcari businessmen would have to sit up nights to attend to their trade as their time is pretty
well occupied now with the opening holiday business during the day.
k

it

you

Town a.nd Country Journal
SAN

Dept. A.,

JOSE, CAL.

Second vice president Mudge and genDolan and assistant
eral superintendent
to chief engineer maintenance of way, Mr.
Dodge, Rook Island olllcials are expected
to arrive here today. We may be able to
tell you something about the visit next
week.
E. W. Cline, real estate and right of way

agent for the Rock Island, headquarters at
Topeka, and C. M. Jones, division su
that road, were here last Saturday. They will get gravel here s o in e
where to be used on the line from Santa
Rosa east.
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EDITION.

THR.1CE-A-WEE- K

Read Wherever the English Language is Spoken.

The Thrick-a-WukWould has made special arrangements for the year 1005. Its already great news service has
been extended and, as heretofore, it will report all important
events promptly, accurately and impartially.
An original and striking feature of the Thrice-a-WkeWori.u in 1005 will be its serial publication of the strongest
and best fiction that has ever appeared in the columns ol any
newspaper.
The novels already arranged for, and which are
by writers known throughout the world, are:
k

k

CARDIGAN.

By Robert W. Chambers.

A brilliant romance of the opening days of
on what was then the border in the state of
powerful tribes of the Six Nations, and a
Battle of Lexington. Contains a love story,

the Revolution, depicting life
New York. Scenes with the
thrilling description of the
told with great force and

charm.

BEFORE THE DAWN.
powerful story of the
federacy in Richmond,
est war was drawing to
mighty struggle of Lee
its pages.
A

Ay Joseph A. AKsheler.

Civil War, describing the last days of the Convividly depicting conditions as the world's greata close. ' Contains a strong love story, and the
and Orant in the wilderness passes through

THE REDS OF THE MIDI.

By Felix Gras.

A story of the French Revolution, the greatest ovent in the history of
the modern world. A peasant boy who marches with the tremendous
battalion of death, the Marseilles column, tells how they overthrew the
French monarchy and achieved the conquest of Europe. The love
story is of singular delicacy.

THE CARDINAL'S ROSE.

By

THE BLAZED TRALI.

v

v

Hi
Hi

Passengers will save time and money by
taking this new route, through a new
country.
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FOR FULL PARTICULARS
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ADDRESS

By Stewart

Edward White.

Mr. White has opened an absolutely new field, and he
the most famous of all the younger American writers.
of the great northwestern logging camps, and tells how
a powerful man of action was built up and how it was
by the influence of a woman's love.

is now perhaps
This is a story
the character of

finally softened

In addition to these stories the TI I R CI".-WEEK WORLD
is in negotiation for others equally as good. The Thrick-a-Wee- k
World's regular subscription price is only Sr. 00 per year, and
this pays for 156 papers. We offer this unequalled newspaper
and the Tucumcari News together one year for S2.00. The
regular subscription price of the two papers is $2. 50.

CALL ON YOUR

LO-

S. B. GRIMSHAW,
GENERAL PASSENGER AGENT SANTA FE CENTRAL

SANTA FE, N. M.
0 0

00 00 ' 00 00 00 00 ' 00

0 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

A. F.

OFFER.

cS:

A. M.

Tucumcari Lodge No. 27.

Republic of St. Louis,
The
Meets every first and third Monday in
the best
newspaper in the each month. Visiting brothers invited.
country, and EARM PROGRESS, AmeriJohn E. Whitmokk, W. M.
ca's leading agricultural and home monthM. C. Mhciikm, Sec.
to seply, will be sent to any address--o- r
arate addresses, when so requested for
Among the guests registered at the
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
Plaza Hotel we notice the following: ' Eli
THE TWICE-A-WEEREPUBLIC Reed, Dalhart; II. Moore, CI Paso, looking
for nearly a century has earned and main- for a business location; S. Vandervort, firm
tained the confidence of half a million of Vandervort & Murphy, Wool A. Hide
readers. It covers the news of the world dealers; C. R. Redman. Kingman, Kan.,
thoroughly and accurately,
and issues looking for a business location; C. L.
special State editions, each containing the Uorsey, Okla., prominent ranchman (Juay
latest and most reliable reports of the part- county.
icular locality in which it circulates,
its
special departments are edited by experts,
and its artists and contributors are among thO Kttltl' IB there," Bit 1(1 lie, 1111(1 IT llll.
It is published
the best in the country.
0110 noes sick ho hIiiiII lmvo a doso of
every Tuesday and Thursday -- eight pages tho mixture, for there's bound to bo
soniotbliiK In it that will wult you!"-Lond- on
each issue sixteen pages a week.
Mall.
Twico-a-wee-

k

semi-weekl- y

I

K

EAEM PROGRESS, issued on the first
Thursday of every month, contains sixteen
or more full, standard-siz- e
newspaper
pages, filled with
farm literature,
and special departments for the home
fashions, boys and girls, fiction, etc., etc.
It is published by The Republic -- a guarantee of its excellence and high character.
It will I'AY you to take advantage of
this special ofTer NOW. Use this.
ORDER

BLANK.

Van Tassel Sutphen.

This is the last touch of modernity.
The hero wanders into a continuous performance in New York City. He sees a scene in a biograph
which arouses his curiosity and which leads him into a remarkable series
of adventures in a remote part of the world and to the winning of the
hand of a princess.

s

Close Connection at Torrance

l

SPECIAL CLUBBING

The New York World.

mm kj.

re

lie

Hi

The Republic, St. Louis, Mo.:
Inclosed find Si, for which send The
Republic and Farm Progress one year to
Twice-a-wee-

k

Name
l

.

about the duplicate wedding presents?
Browne Yes. Sinytho Well, that sort
of luck seems to follow him. Ho had a
Bomowhat similar complaint yesterday.
Browne- What was It? Sinytho Duplicate birthday
That Is to
Bay, twins.
-

Woe of Wrnltli.
"Wealth has Its penalties," said tho
philosopher.
"Yes," answered Mr. Oumrox. "It's
pretty hard for u man to have to fro
KuesslnR through a French menu when
lie would rather have pork and bonus."
Washington Star.
Th Poor Printer.
One of Browning's remarks Is characteristic lie once said to Dr. Knight
that "all tho unlntolllglblllty of
Is duo to tho printers.
They
would change my punctuation and not
print my commas, semicolons, dashes
nnd brackets."
'Sor-doll-

O.

No.

nuiillnntvN.

Remember when Chntto
Sm.vtho
was married. Inst year how ho kicked

R. E. D.

Stale.

Tli

--

CmiHi',

makes you say sister is
fond of mo, Bobby? Bobby Sister!
Now Orleans Tlnies-- I lemocrat.
Caller-Wh-

at

--

Notic- e- If you want only Tho
Republic tho prico is gsoomsa yonr.
A man
his Ideas
The price of Enrin Program nUmo in.iac In usually who cannot explain
tho dupe of his Imagination
a year.
in thinking he has any. Buhver.
Twice-n-Wee-

...
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Thanksgiving.
49

c
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49

W. I'. HVCIIANAN, Cashier.

I'HANK P. IIARMAN. Pres't.

I

o

t
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The First National Bank
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42

OF TUCUMCARI.
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General Banking Business Transacted.
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;

49
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Washington, O. C, Nov. 4. The pres
cient today issued his proclamation naming
Thursday, November 30, an a day f n r
thanksgiving. Tlie proclamation is as follows:
Hy the president of tin; United Slates, a
proclamation:
When nearly three hundred years ago,
the first settlers came to the country which
has now become the ureal republic, they
confronted not only hardship and privation
but terrible risk to their lives. In those
grim days the custom grew of setting apart
one day in each year for special service of
thanksgiving to the Almighty for preserving the people through the changing sea
sons.
lie custom has become national
and hallowed by immortal usage.
We live in easier and more plentiful times
than our forefathers, the men, who with
rugged strength, faced the rugged days; and
yet the dangers to national life are quite as
great no.v as at any previous time in our
history. It is eminently lilting that once a
year our people should set apart a day of
praise and thanksgiving to the giver of
good, and at the same time, that they ex
press their thanks for abundant mercies
received, should manfully acknowledge
their shortcomings and pledge themselves
solumuly and in good faith to s t r i v o to
overcome them.
During the past year we have been
blessed with bountiful crops.
Our busi
ness prosperity has been great. No other
people has ever stood on as high a level as
we now stand on. We are not threatened by
J no loos within are
loes witnoul.
our
passions and follies, and against these there
is always need that we should war.
Therefore,
now set apart the joth of
this November as a day of thanksgiving
and prayer for the future, and on that day
ask that throughout the land the people
gather in their homes and places of wor
ship, and on the rendering of thanks to the
Most High for the manifold blessings of
the past year, consecrate themselves to
lile ot cleanliness, honor and wisdom, so
that this nation may do its allotted work
on the earth in a manner worthy of them
who founded it and of those who preserved

Saddle

Harness

and

REPAIR SHOP
Wc arc prepared to do oil kinds uf
Saddle and Harness repairing.

Clint Rutherford,
Tucumcari, New Mexico

1

LIVERY

AND

SALt S I ABLt.

I

STREET & BAKER.

;

J?Good Rigs and Good Horses,
Teams and drivers lo all points in the country,
furnished on short notice.

5 HAY

AND GRAIN

Main St.

Phone 42.

Win. Troup
COAL DEALER
AND

CITY TRANSFER

THE LEGAL
BARBER

W. F. Glenn. Prop.

Correct Treatment of Customers.

BATHS.

1

fURNITURE
CHAIRS

Our Line Is Superb.
and is so rupl!te with
Our assortment
every variety of style and beauty that we are confident it will outsell anything in the furniture line
ever brought to Tucumcari.
is complete

UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.
BARNES & RANKIN,

Tncari,

S
S

N

S

s

v

v
v

Also 50 head of high bred full blood Hereford Cows 3 to 6
S years
old, in calf by registered bulls Lord Wilton and
s Anxiety bloods, for sale.

S.

J. SLANE,

Tucumcari, N. M.

4
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This is S. C. Pandolfo's
He is identified with

the town in many

ways.

Give Him Your insurance,
Because He Has the Best.

N. Mex.
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Bottling

Done at the city of Washington this .md
day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and five, and
of the independence of the United States
the one hundred and thirtieth.
T II ISO DOME H OOS V ILT,
Hy President:
ILIHU WOOT,
Secretary of State.
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t
will offer for sale fifteen head of full
5 to 7 months old. Price per head S25.00

I

-

VMMMMAWAAMWAMy

In witness whereof I have hereunto set
my hand and caused the seal of the United
States to be affixed.

N. M.

High Grade Herefords.
For the next v (lavs
blood Hereford Bulls

Tucumcari,

it.
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SHOP.
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PRIZE FLOUR. AHEAD
There

piece waiting at the
food show for the best bread baker in
Cleveland. The (lour that this bread was
made from was a brand called "Prize,"
made by the Monarch Milling Co., Hutchinson, Kansas. This broad, out of over a
hundred loaves, was the most ideal as to
artistic baking, lightness, texture, shape
size, appearance, flavor, crust, taste and
All of these things
cutting propensities.
were known to and considered by the four
competent judges and all the committee
from the Grocers' association who had the
contest in charge.
The fact that the first prize was award
eel bread made irom
Kansas flour over
bread made from some of the crack Min
nesota spring wheat patents is a feather
in iho cap of this Kansas mill, and our
Northwestern miller friends have awaken
a to the fact thai they have a lively and
successful competiton in flour from the Jay- hawker state. Cleveland, Ohio, Leader,
October 22, 1905. Sold by Gross, Kelly

Special Btvrjfain.
Tnuo.
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Call up M. H. FOWLER

Prompt

Delivery

49

heap and on easy terms one Hlock
Main Street.
(
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Heims Scharnagle

is a $5 gold
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TREAT AILING

Electricity in Agriculture.
For at least half a century men have
been dlscussiug the possibilities in the
application of electricity to the growing of plants. I saw in an old paper
published before 1S50 a long article
on some experiments being made iu
the application of electricity to growing plants, and also predictions as to
the future of such a combination.
Within the last fifteen years a great
many experiments have been made
along this line. The students of
agriculture
have not, however, put
very much faith in the use of electricity in the growing of crops. There
may be, however, more in it than now
seems possible.
The experiments
made in the last ten years have occurred In almost every country of
Europe and America, and from latitudes varying from the polar regions
to the tropics.
While the results
have not been altogether favorable,
yet the majority of experiments have
shown a decided increase in the speed
with which plants grow when they are
subjected to electrical conditions.
Where electricity has been used in the
growing of plants, there has been a
noted increase in the digestible, nitrogenous matter in seeds, of the sugar
in sugar beets, and of the elements
that produce sweetness in berries.
It must be realized that most of these
experiments are carried on in green
houses nnd very little in the open
fields. Several of the late writers on
electricity in its relation to agriculture figure out that In the experiments
up to this time there has been an Increase of 45 per cent in the crop where
electricity was applied on land of average fertility. The better the land Is
cultivated, the more scientifically it Is
handled, and the more It Is manured,
the greater is the increase per cent.
A striking fact is that on poor soils
electricity does not seem to affect the
plants. This would seem to indicate
that the work of the electricity is to
hasten the preparation of the plant
food. This may bo by stimulating the
bacteria in the soil or by stimulating
the energies of the plant in reaching
out after the food. This would be further borne out by the fact that there
are some vegetables that cannot endure the electrical treatment unless
they are watered. If watered they
make a very rapid increase. Among
the plants thus sensitive are peas, carrots, and cabbage.
There may be
some electrical power in the sunshine,
because it has been discovered in
these experiments that when the electrical treatment is given during a sunshiny period, the vegetables are damaged and the treatment has to be discontinued during the hot periods on
sunny days. Charles Comstock, Cass
Co., Mich., in Farmers' Review.
Cleaning the Fence Corners.
It seems a shameful waste that on
so many farms the fence comers are
for all sorts of rubused as catch-all- s
machinery, and
bish and worn-ou- t
sometimes even for good machinery
which should be under cover If It is
expected to do the service that is required of it. On some farms there is
enough land going to waste In these
neglected corners to support a family. If anything at all is raised on
them it is usually a crop of weeds.
Now I would suggest that farmers
who have been negligent or thoughtless in this respect place It upon
themselves as one of their fall tasks
that they will have all rubbish corners
on their land cleaned out and the land
used to some purpose. Not only will
they then be getting an income from
all the land in which they have invested money and on which they are
paying taxes, but their farms will take
for appearance
on a neat,
which they have not known for a long
V.'ls.
while. E. V. Hagau. Oneida
well-care-

d
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Effects

of Pruning.

It is astonishing sometimes to find
littlo the average orchardist
thinks of the actual problems at issue
with pruning of his trees. An important effect of pruning is to Increase
vigor. Pruning is also practiced to
produce larger and better fruits and
liowers; to keep the plant within manageable limits; to remove superfluous
or injurious parts; to facilitate spraying, tillage and harvesting; to train
the plant to some desired form.
One of the noticeable effects of
severe pruning and the consequent
disturbed equilibrium of the plant
is the formation of water sprouts. The
appearanco of the water sprouts seems
to be influenced more by the vigor of
the plant and the amount of pruning
than by the season of the year in
which the pruning is done. It is probable, however, that fewer water
sprouts will arise if pruning '.a done
after midsummer, since at that time
the growth of the season Is completed.
In any case water sprouts may be regarded as weeds in the tree top and
should be treated as such. The tendency of plants is to grow from the uppermost buds. By pruning in one way
this tendency is augmented, iu another
it is checked.
As a rule, in dealing with fruit trees,
the latter end is desired, since the
principle that checking growth induces
fruit fullness is universally recognized.
The heading in of young
growths tends to develop lateral and
dormant buds or to thicken the top.
So that the question of heading resolves itself into a question of personal ideals; to secure a thick topped
tree it is necessary. It has, however,
the further very marked advantage of
inducing the development of fruit buds
near the body of the tree rather than
far out on the limbs. This in the case
of plums nnd lender wooded plants
is an important consideration.
Prof.
how

W. M. Munson.

State Interest in Forestry.
There is no doubt that our states
can well afford to take a greater Interest in forestry. J. H. Bissell of
Michigan, a student of forestry conditions, urges that land laws be so
changed that the state can acquire
all pine stump lands, and that no forestry lands shall be sold except to
actual settlers. Ho says that there
are vast stretches of land In Michigan
that the state should reclaim and replant. These lands were previously
covered with forests, were cut over,
and were afterwards
burned over.
planting by
Without a systematic
man, this land will be ages in recloth-Initself with a tree growth. The
writer heard an official in Wisconsin
say that it was a practice there among
the lumbermen to cut over a piece of
land and afterwards refuse to pay
taxes upon it. There were no buyers
for the laud when the tax sales took
place, and so the laud Would revert to
the state, where It would remain until
a new growth of suillclent size to bo
valuable commercially appeared on It.
Then they would buy It back from
the state at a less price than the taxes
would have been. There seems to be
no reason why the states should be
made a party to this kind of a game.
The Forest Question in Italy.
The Italian nation long ago passed
laws regulating the forestry of the
country. In 1877. by permission of the
legislators, about 4. 000.000 ac res of forest were withdrawn from the operation
of the fomst laws in Italy, and rtbout
1,000,000 acres more in Sicily and Sardinia. As might have been foreseen,
there has since that time been a reckless destruction of forests, and It now
seems evident thnt the government
must again step In and pass laws to
save the forests still remaining, and
to secure the replanting of tho
areas.
g

out-ov-

Creamery Sewage.
notice in creamery
papers reports of creameries having
trouble with sewage. This sewage
consists largely of refuse from milk
vats and washings from the floors of
tho creamery. This contains a largo
amount of casein. When this putrlfles
it produces an odor that Is as offensive as decaying animal matter. It is.
no wonder, therefore, that when this
sewage Is run off In almost open
ditches through a settled community,
It has been the cause of suits and Injunctions
against the creameries.
There Is no reason why the matter of
sewage should mako trouble If the
kitest scientific methods are known to
the creamery manager. What Is
known as the septic tank system is
proving a complete success everywhere. This consists in conveying the
sewage through a perfectly tight pipe
some hundreds of feet to a closed tank
or vat, in which the material Is almost
stagnant for some hours. The capacity of the tank must be great
enough so that the How of water
through it will be very slow. Cross
planks are put in to Impede the progress of the sewage. At the further end
of this tank, at the bottom, is an orifice permitting the outflow of the clear
water. If this tank is tight, what Is
known as anaerobic bacteria, that is,
bacteria living without air, operate
upon the scum that forms in the tank
and entirely destroy the organic matter, changing it Into gas. In this way
everything is destroyed oxcept the
ash. Nothing putrlfles, for the
bacteria are not present.
Therefore no offensive smells are engendered. This sysetm is now being
used in the sewage systems of 500
cities in Europe and America. It is
equally suitable to creameries, cheese
factories aud farms. The procedure
of its operation is so well known that
any state experiment station can supply the required information.
Every
farmer that reads this paper, and every creamery manager, can make himself the possessor of the theories in
practice in this matter, for tho process itself is not patented, although
some companies have been formed
that claim to have patented certain
methods in connection with it. It is
safe to say, however, that none of
these i?atents are essential to the operation of the system. Elmer Ash-toBureau Co.. III., in Farmers' ReWe frequently

putrl-factlv-
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DOGS AND CATS.

Domestic Pets Relieved of Ills at Parisian Hospital.
In the Rue Vaneau in Paris there la
a hospital devoted solely to the euro
of dog and cat ailments. If your dog
is suffering from cataract or your
beautiful Persian from a bad throat,
Ur. Lepinay and his assistants will do
all that is possible for the animal with
Dr.
the aid of modern instruments.
Lepinay, who has specialized In this

Curing a German Fowl with a Cold
Water Packing.
work, now has a complete clinical
surgery. Some animals, of course, arrive at the surgery in a hopeless condition; they are therefore mercifully
put out of their misery In an asphyxiating machine known as the "synoc-tone.- "
Any animal, however, that is at all
curable is treated or operated upon
witli the greatest care.
Cats allow
themselves to be operated upon with
surprising calmness, and punctures or
injections of serum are novf quite
easily made by the operators at the
surgery. Tho throat troubles to which
cats are peculiarly liable are examined by means of the phoneudoscope;
this is an apparatus fitted with a son-si- t
iv.) vibrating plate incased in gutta
perclia which magnifies tho poises
made by tho organs of the animal's
throat to the ears of the operator, tho
sound being transmitted through tubes
of India rubber.
For a long time It was found impossible to operate successfully on a dog
owing to the difficulty of preventing It
tearing the wound, thus causing fatal
complications. These difficulties have
now been overcome, the eye being protected in a sort of cork helmet which
allows the animal to eat and drink,
but at the same time thoroughly protects the eye.
Gorman surgeons have gone even
further, and treat the ailments of
chickens with a high degree
blue-bloode- d

3V

view.

The Weight of Milk.
Professor Van Norman of the Indiana Experiment Station says that
one gallon of milk of average
density weighs 8 pounds
ounces.
This will vary slightly according
to the amount
of cream in it.
Tho greater the proportion of cream
the less will be the weight, as
cream is lighter than tho milk. In
the weighing of cream, the percentage
of fat counts largely. If the cream
contains 15 per cent of butter fat, it
will weigh 8 pounds and G ounces. If
it contains .'55 per cent of fat, it will
weigh 8 pounds 3 ounces; 40 per cent,
8 pounds and 1 ounce.
1)

Milk for the City.
farmer engaged in supplying
milk for tho city should bo as conscientious about it as he Is about the
milk produced for his own family. He
should not use any kind of preservative, and should see that tho milk is
fresh when it leaves the farm. Mixing old milk and new milk results In
a great increase of the bacterial content, as the temperature of the old
milk is raised by the now. If the
morning's milk and the night's milk
are to be poured together for one delivery, the mixing should not be until
after the temperature of tho last milk,
lug has been reduced as low as
Any

German Fowl with a Bad Throat.
of succeau. Tho bird hospital is kepi
well filled with patients of long
pedi-gree-

Some Folks Call This Sport.
The parish magazine or Holy Trinity, Southport, contains an account o!
an angling contest by tho Young Men's
club of Searisbrick. in which the first
honors wore won with a fish scaling
r
cn: and
ounces.
Another competitor landed a gudgeon whose freshness was challenged,
and the referee decided that it smelt
too strongly of iho Wlgan market to
be allowed to count. London News.
three-quarte-

Docj Henceforth to Wear
A pei (vjlio belonging

Shoes.
to a New

Vork woiwtr, suffers so severely from
rheumatism that in tho future ho vill
have to wear shoes to protect his feet
from dampnwjs. The shoes are now
bolnjj mndo iu tt fashionable shop.

PRACTICAL

HYGIENE

The Proper Care of the Body
Healthiest

Region

in
the United
States.
In looking about for a slto for the
projected Michigan state sanitarium
for consumptives, the discovery has
been made that the northern part, of
the lower peninsula of Michigan is the
healthiest part of the United States.
This is not guess work by interested
parties, but the verdict of the United
States census. It will astonish many
who have heard the claims mnde for
the Maine woods, the Adirondack's,
the mountain regions of North Carolina and Georgia, for Colorado, California, Arizona. New Mexico, to hear
that the tables of the census bureau
demonstrate that the palm belongs to
Michigan. Freedom from consumption
being the first consideration, the
board having the inquiry in charge
found that of the nine registration
states (where registration of deaths
with the cause is obligatory), Michigan stands lowest on the list, with a
death rate for consumption of 11)7.:
New Hampshire, the next lowest on
the list, stands i:,2.; Massachusetts.
Rural
York, 104.1.
1SG.2. and New
An examinaMichigan stands
tion of the chart for Michigan shows
counties with
no less than thirty-ninn lower rate than 95 (which are shown
In white). There are only live such
counties in New York state. Compared with other parts of the country
the low rate for northern Michigan is
The consumption
most remarkable.
death rate for cities in the New England states is 244: for cities in the
middle states 2r.!. lake states l.td.
southern states 277, San Francisco
1104.
Thus it is seen that even the
cities of the lake region compare most
favorably with cities of the rest of the
country In the matter or exemption
from pulmonary tuberculosis. Having
found that the lake region appears to
bo most favorable, the board stuck a
pin in the center of this region on
tho map, in the upper part of the
Here
lower peninsula of Michigan.
arc the great lakes to the north, the
onst. and the west. Here are plno and
hemlock forests, filling the air with
Here is a porous soil of
balsam.
gravel and glacial drift, with good
water uncontamlnated by cities. And
here Is abundance of sunshine, with
absence of fog. So the board reasoned.
Examining the vital statistics of tho
state, it. was found that the four counties of Otsego, Crawford, Roscommon
and Gladwin show an average death
rate for all forms of tuberculosis for
the past live years of only r8.(i. Hamilton county, New York', the Adirondack county making tho best showing,
has a consumption death rate, according to tho census, twice as large as
tho first three Michigan counties
named above, while the cancer, pneumonia and diphtheria charts left comparison entirely out of the question
and show a clear white record for
northern Michigan. It will be little
wonder, therefore, if the state sanitarium is located in one of tho counties above named, distant from any
largo city, and where the pine scented
air will continually blow through the
open cottages of the consumptives'
camp, for tho sanitarium will be of
tho camp charartor, rather than a
large building, and will bo a open
to tho sun and air as possible, Here
tho campers will be encouraged to
tako moderate exercise, to eat nourishing food, rich in vegetable fats, and
to get tunned and toughened in the
open nfv. 13y this means It is hoped
that the consumption death list of
Michigan, 2,noo per year, will be materially reduced, and that a large proportion of the cabpers will be returned to tfjeir homos strengthened and
cured.

t

e

A "quick lunch" usually moans
very slow digostlQit.

ft

The Outdoor Gymnasium.
The nucleus of the out door gymnasium is the swimming pool. Swimming was meant to be not merely an
occasional and precarious pleasure,
but an inseparable1 accompaniment of
bathing, cleanliness
achieved
incidentally. A swimming pool, therefore, Is a fundamental need for those
who have not access to a convenient
stream or body of water suitable for
this purpose. Those accustomed to
the delightfully Invigorating effects of
the morning swim consider it as much
of a necessity as their breakfast, or
even more.
Most artificial swimming pool3 nre
unfortunately built Indoors. An Indoor pool not only lacks the fascination of the outdoor adaptation of "the
old swimln' hole," but It also robs one
of ihe natural accompaniments of outdoor bathing fresh air and sunshine.
Uathers often spend considerable
tink lying about on the banks of the
stream or on tho sandy beach, alternately basking in the rays of the sun
and
dipping beneath tho cooling
waves.
Impressions
Powerful
are
made upon the body by the contact of
the skin with the cool outdoor air
and sunshine.
The outdoor gymnasium provides
a combination of the healing agencies
of nature, abundance of pure air for
breathing, facilities for exercise, sun
baths, air bath, earth baths, and water
baths. Here one can enjoy all tho
pleasure and obtain all the benefits,
and at the same time escape the publicity of sea or river bathing.
Public outdoor gymnasiums are provided In some of tho large cities, and
are built by sanitariums, hotels, factories, etc.
They should be Introduced into all hospitals and children's
homes, and no public institution
should be considered complete without one. In the heart, of our large
cities, conducted In connection with
the parks, they would be a powerful
means of antagonising tho deteriorating influences of city life.
One

Out of Door Nurseries.
of New York's most lnmou

specialists for children has lately
made a plea for roof playgrounds.
On one of the roof playgrounds established for tho use of the children of
the poor, the averago attendance Is
2.00(1 per night.
Three or four teachers maintain order, and there are
bands for music and dancing.
In the city tho roof can be utilized
for an outdoor nursery, which will
greatly promote the health and happiness of the children.
Tho roof
should be floored over for a certain
space, and partitions built to protect
the children from tho wind, and railings or fences put up to keep them
from falling off. Awnings are necessary to protect them from too much
sun and from rain.
Here tho children can piny nearly
every day. winter or summer.
In
these private outdoor nurseries the
mother can keep an eye on the children who are removed from tho undesirable conditions and contacts of the
city streets and parks.
A Suggestion for the Corpulent.
A writer In McCalls tells of the fol-

lowing experience, which those who
ro anxious to get rid of superfluous
He.su wi'l find suggestive:
"A stou
vomnn, lost forty pounds
without
ruining a wrinkle, simply by a thor-rugLsiastication of her food,
in
other words, she ntado it a rule to
(hew deliberately and carofully every
mouthful until It disappeared of itself.
Her t.oory was that in this way sho
pot. ottt of a little all thero was to ho
had, and thoroforo ato loss to supply
her nood?. All that wo know Is tlmt
forty pounds woro lost."

Tized, Nezvous Mothers
MaKe Unhappy Homes Their Condition Irritates

Both Husband and Children How Thousands
of Mothers Have Been Saved Frcm Nervous
Prostration and Made Strong and Well.

Mrs. Cjas. frSrown

Mrs. Chester tfurry

A nervous, irritable mother, often on
Mrs. Chester Curry, Leader of the
the verge of hysterics, is unlit to care Ladies' Symphouy Orchestra, 42 Sarafor children ; it ruins a child's disposi- toga Street, East Boston, Mass., writes :
tion and reacts upon herself. The Dear Mrs. Piukham:
trouble between children and their
"For eight years 1 was troubled with exmothers too often is due to tho fact treme nervousness nud hysteria, brougliton by
irregularities. I could neither enjoy life nor
that the mother has some female weak- sleep
night?; I was very irritable, norvoui
ness, and she is entirely unfit to bear and despondent.
tho strain upon her nerves that govern" Lydia E. Pinkhanrs Vegetable Compound
ing children involves; it is impossible was recommended and proved to bo the only
for her to do anything' calmly.
remedy that helped me.
I havo daily
The ills of women act like a firebrand improved in health until I am now strong
well,
ana
nervousness
and
all
has disaps
upon the nerves, consequently
of the nervous prostration, ner- peared."
Mrs. Charles P. Brown,
vous elespondency. " the blues." sleepof the Mothers' Club, 21 Cedar
lessness, anel nervous irritability of
Hot Springs, Ark., writes :
women arise from some derangement Terrace,
Doar Mrs. Piukham:
of the female organism.
" I dragged iSirough nine years of miserable
Do you experience fits of depression existence, worn out with pam and nervouswith
alternating with ness, until it seemed as though 1 should fly.
extreme irritability'.' Are your spirits I then noticed a statement of u woman troueasily affected, so that one minute you bled as I was, and the wonderful results she
from Lydin E. Pinkham's Vegetable
laugh, and the next minute you feel derived
Compound, I decided to try it. I did so, and
like crying ?
end
of three months I was a different
at the
Do you feel something like a ball ris- woman. My nervousness was all gone.
I was
iu
ing
your throat and threatening to no longer irritable, and my husband fell in
choice you ; all the senses perverted, lovo with me all over ugaiu."
Women shoultl remember that Lydiu
morbidly sensitive to light and sound :
pain in the ovaries, and especially E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is
between the shoulders; bearing down the medicine that holds the record for
pains; nervous dyspepsia, and almost the greatest number of actual cures of
female ills, and take no substitute.
continually cross and snappy V
If so, your nerves are in a shattered
Froc Advice to Women.
Mrs. Piukham, Lynn, Mass., invites
condition, and you are threatened with
nervous prostration.
all sick women to write to her foradvice.
Proof is monumental that nothing in Mrs. Pinkham's vast experience with
the worlel is better for nervous prostra- feraule troubles enables her to tell
tion than Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- you just what is best for you, and
table Compound ; thousands and thou- she will charge you nothing for her
sands of women testify to this fact.
advice.
Ask Mrs. Pinkham's Advice A Woman Best Understands a Woman's Ills.
nine-tenth-
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is the home where good cooking is
loved, where the family enjoy the
finest of biscuits, doughnuts, cakes,
and pies and other good things every
The baking is always delicious
and wholesome because

K C

Baking: Powder

the baking powder of the wave

circle, is used.
Get K C
25c. If it isn't all
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Business and Residence Lots For Sale

THE

Saloon.

Legal Tender

The Pioneer House of he Kind in the City.
WINES, BR.ANDIES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

The attention of the public is called to
the fact that the New Mexico Asvlum for
the Deaf aad Dumb, at Santa ,Fe, v. as
opened for pupils on Monday, September
ith, 1905, and is now ready to receive all
deaf mutes of school age residing in tne

wllandsee

us.

MORGAN

.

GRVBBS,
PROPS.

W, T, NICHOLSON

then

e

Agt.

M. B, GOLDENBERG,

I

ASYLUM FOR DEAF AND DUMB.

It is believed that President Roosevel
that the territorial govern
ment be continued two years longer at least Territory of New Mexico.
Under the law creating this school, proin Arizona and New Mexico, and
favor their admission as separate states vision is made for the free instruction and
support of all these unfortunates, whose
for them.
Alex. D. Goldenberg is one of the busiest parents are unable to provide
will
be furnished transmen in Tucumcari
he is doing business Indigent pupils
homes; will be clothHe believes in Tucumcari first, last portation from their
too.
language,
and all the time. He stops long enough t ed, red, and taught in the sign
as far
and
reading
in
articulation
lip
sell a town lot accasionally and generally and
as possible, and to those whose parents arf
gets the buyer to build a home.
able to pay, only actual cost will be charged. The Board has erected for the purMiss Alice Roosevelt's 27 boxes of presposes of the school, a large, mmmodiou-- .
ents have occupied the time of port of enand convenient building which will accomtry officials for several days. It does seem
to a hundred pupils.
odate seventy-fivthat $60,000 is running into money for a
The Boards of County Commissioners
lot of junk much of which will never be
and School Supesintendents of all the
seen again, or be of any use to her or any
Counties of the Territory are earnestly rebody else.
with the Board in
quested to
bringing to the knowledge of all families in
The farmer who turns his land in the win- their respective Counties, having a deaf
ter months is going to raise the premium mute as a member, the fact of the facilities
products next season.
Broke land will be now available for the instruction and care
in fine condition for seeding next year and of deaf
mutes, and are also requested to
the melting of the winter snows will go send to the Secretary of the Board the
into the earth which being broke deep will names of all deaf mutes known to them, so
A good beginning is
hold the moisture.
that they or their parents may be fully adwill recommend

m
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The M. E. Church, South, supper was a
good one. The good women of the organiza- Uncle Joe Cannon is lining up his forces
tion deserve great credit for the effort thc
to tight the President's policy of tariff remaking to pay oCE the indebtedness yet
are
vision, and there may be some warm times
If it
remaining against the new church.
experienced in the next congress.
were not for our women and the churches
there would not yet be much law west of
We don't generally say very much about
The receipts from suppers
the Pecos.
our own business affairs, but we do appresold amounted to about 535.
ciate the fact that one Tucumcari citizen
has taken nine subscriptions to this paper.
The Knights of Pythias are a young order in Tucumcari, and the membership is
Cortelyou, postmaster general, has de- a worthy one. An entertainment is on the
cided to extend the civil service system to tapis for the night of Thanksgiving, and all
fifty thousand more postmasters. This will Knights of Pythias and their families are
make the jobs of all the big offices a steady invited. So no matter where your memgood thing.
bership may be, come and commune with
us, is the the request of the local order.

rope

it

OFFICE MAIN STREET CURREN BUILDING.

Tucunviri

Tucumcari is to have a street fair, beginning the 5th of December.
The American Amusement Company will put on rive
shows the elephant will walk the
and a pretty girl will go up in balloon, etc.

Do

Time is Money.

Now.

donned the Judicial ermine, Judge Mills
is our neighbor, and like Judge Mann, tha:
sturdy Nebraskan, we love him as a man
and respect his Judicial opinions. Not be
cause he is Judge Mills or because he is a
federal official, but for the reason that he

Printing Co.,

mmmmmtri'

iiimn

Among the federal officials Quay count;.
at the exwould like to se
piration of terms ending in 1906, Is Chief
Justice Mills of Las Ve?s. Judge Mm'. .s 1
highly esteemed by our people. While the
personnel of the New Mexico Judieiar;.
ranks with any like body of men who ever
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Business and Resident Properties
Favorable Terms.

for Sale

- Cheap

Will be pleased to show buyers the properties

AlcGee Addition and

the

Russell Addition to the Town.
Mke Prices and Terms.
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T. W. HEMAN, jj

half the battle.

vised, and the newspapers of the Territory
are respectfully requested to give publicit)
This paper is under obligations to C. C. in their columns to the fact of the opening
Davidson, Prof. 13. Stephenson,
of this school, so that it may be given th"
LangBton, and other friends who have assistwidest circulation.
ed us in the accummulation of news from
Correspondence from those interested is
week to week. It is not an easy task for a invited, and all inquiries will be fully and
stranger to find all the news that is going promptly answered.
In the community, but we hope in the
By order of the Board of Trustees of
course of time to get acquainted with everythe New Mexico Asylum for the

Ernest

then we can ive a
Deaf and Dumb.
Don't hold a
Rufus J. PaLBN.
Prseiden
news item now for the editor to find it out M&acBWiiO Garcia.
Ssatatsrjr.
but tell it for fsfir he might mist it.
body in Quay county

better newspaper semce.
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L. A. Delmas, of Alamogordo, was a vis-

a

Blanks in
This
Mo

splendid lino of genuine cut glass is
one of tlio early arrivals in
mas goods
it Goldenborg's.
Moore, Hutchinson, Kan., and
Eli b'eed, of Dalhart, were business visi
tors last Saturday
Wni, Luke will move here from McFar
land and take position as night operator
for tle oci island.
Road Master John Welch went out on the
Dawson line Monday where ho intends to
bo busy for several days.
Welcher, foreman of bridges and Mus- tain, superintedent on the eastern division
passed through to Dawson.
Jert Anuri passenger conductor on Mex- ican Central out of City of Mexico, is here
visiting his father, D. J. Aber.
A

itor.
S. McFarland, of Logan, was a business
visitor,
I'. E. Vail5 will take a situation at
Santa Rosa.
M. M. Kocli

i

returned from White Oaks,

Monday morning.
J. I". McK'irlaiul and C Underwood were
here from Logan.
Robt. Dunning, of Logan, spent Monday in Tucumcari.

Father Haetherman, Puerto De Luan,
was here several days.
udge Lawson spent several days in the
locality tins wooic.
General foreman Loucks of the Dawson,
came in off the line sick.

Every One Trading With M. 13.
CO. will have the benefit
of the new system of Premium tickets
which will tfo into e If e c t at our store

DECEMBER 1ST. PROX.

Our plan is to give to every cash purchaser a ticket representing the amount p u r
chased. If you buy 5 cents worth of goods
you got a 5 cent ticket; and in like manner
in
These
with largo sums.
you
of
upwards,
ton dollars and
amounts
may exchange for a great variety of useful
and ornamental articles in silver, Glass,
China,Tin, Granite, Woodonware, etc. etc.
at figures which will represent a liberal discount on your cash purchases, as our prices
will always bo as low as can be found in
--

tickets

J. J. McCourt, traveling for Armour out

N. W. Phillips, section foreman, on the
Dawson, is now in charge of the construc
W. F. Buchanan has gone to San An tion in the yards at Dawson.
tonio on a business mission.
Juan Toyfoya bought two lots this week
Rev. Uoece moved to another section of from the Tucumcari Townsito Company,
and will build a residence right away.
the city the first of the week.
M. J. Kahn, of the firm of Ziegler, Kahn,
Henry K. Kneel, who is doing business
Wool & Hide Co., of Trinidad, was here
in Texico, is here visiting homo folks.
in the interest of his company, Thursday.
E. C. Ross, late of Dalhart, is day operCounty Commissioners Mondron a n d
ator at the Rock Island telegraph ollice.
loft Monday night, after attending
Wayne
Eisendroth, representing Strans, Eisen
a meeting of that Honorable body during
&
Chicago,
Kriday.
was
hero
droth
Co.,
the day.
Prof. B. Stepenson reports the public
The City Meat Market Jias fresh Oysters,
school progressing, with a good at tendance. Tripe,
Turnips, String Beans,
D. J. Norton, the Chicago candy man, chi';, Beets, Potaoes, Mustard, Greens,
sold goods to the trade here a day or two. Celery, etc.
A lurnished House, 3 rooms.
I' on Hum
k. p. Donohoo returned from El Paso
Apply to The M. B. Goldonberg Co.
hnst Sunday, and reports having been well
District Attorney M. C. Mechem wen t entertained during his visit to the mining
to Las Vegas, Monday on official business. congress.
Lot the man of mighty girth be comfort- Cruz Gallegos went to Alamogordo Fri- day night to attend LI. S. Court as juror, od. The Goldonberg store has just put in
Mr. Clayton who lives south of town stock a splendid line of trousers running
.,r, waist measure.
will move to lown up to
brought turkeys-- He
J. F. Hedgepeth, pastor M. E. Church
soon.
Soth' arrivud Tuesday morninR and will
Mr. McFarland of the firm of McFarland
lt;K;lnr hold services at the church Sunday at 11
n !,!- t, fti. aim 7:30 t . m.
Monday.
Our farmers should put to crops a large
Just notice the new ad of The M. B.
of stock beets this year, they are a
Goldenborg Co. in this issue of the News. acreage
fine stock feed and will grow to perfection
Its for you.
here in Quay county.
The Hon. Board of County CommisThe boys report an interesting session
sioners were in session Monday in an adthe K. of P. Lodge, last Wednesday
at
journed session.
night. P. H. Wood of Puerto, was initiat
Deputy U. S. Marshal Wiley of Albu- ed into the second degree.
querque, was in Tucumcari Saturday on
M. H. Koch and daughter made fly i n g
ollicial business.
trip down from Tucumcari the latter part
Members of the Baptist c h u r c h m e t of the week. Mr. Koch appears right well
Monday night to arrange for a Christmas pleased with his new location. Outlook.
entertainment.
W. L. Hume, J. F. Warner, F. Warner,
Benito Baca wont to Montoya Sunday lid P. Rlanchard, Erner Wheeling and
night to buy sheep for Gross, Kelloy Co. Fred Grove, registering Chicasha, I. T.,
Ho returned Monday.
were guests at the Glenrock the first of the
J. T. Rutherford, a Hereford stockman, we(.k.
was in Tucumcari a day or two attending
W. E. Miller, special agent Connecticut
to business matters.
Fire Ins. Co., of Hartford, Conn., resident
El Paso, is at the Glen rock.

Pigs-fee-

GOL-DKNHEK- G

secure

the market. The premiums you
with your tickets will be ABSOLUTELY

FREE.

t,

I

The M. B. Goldenberg Co.

tf

I

iin,

m.u

Mrs. 5. C. Campbell came in from
...w.fnmiluj vuill r n
nun Mnlm.
wi.j . Tlw.
here in the future.
Stern, representing Ernest Woolff
ufacturing campany, was callitg on
trade here Thursday.

at Colorado Springs,

spent several days
Will
UOI. 1. W. I KMlliWl
Here IU1S WCOK.
represent mat company nere.

Daw- -

...il

i

i

J. J. Harrison, Prop'r. of tho Glenrock
He
Hotel, has gone east with
drove overland to Amarillo and will
from there into Oklahoma and maybe furEngineer Young and conductor Mc- ther east. He left Monday.
Monday
up
special
their
brought
Cracken
Jesse Pate, an old timer of this locality,
night, going to Dawson.
and who counts his friends by the number
S. C. Pandolfo, the insurance m a n of inhabitants, stopped over several days
stopped over, Tuesday, en route to St. on route home from a trip to Santa Rosalia
Louis from El Paso.
Hot Springs, Mexico. He left for his home
Wallace Saxon has made up .joo gal- at Dawson this morning.
lons of fine molasses oil' his cane field. Ho
Rev. J. Wilkins, a Christian Church
sells it at 50c a gal.
Evangelist, is expected here tomorrow to
The Goldonberg Co. has just received a conduct a meeting for the Christian organcar of California dried fruits including ization. He is said to be a man of
ability. Wo are informed that
choice brands of Poaches, Pears, Apricots,
ovory body is cordially invited.
Grapes and Raisons.
Man- -

the

horses.

ship

Season

1905
Butter

Nembersmp

Card

Transferable
person readiny this card may without doubt or hesita
tion butt into the Lobby 8a toon and sample our fine line of
If lues, Liquors and Ciyars.

.

----

---

HENRY & CO., Tucumcaxji, N.M.
A. D.

GOLDENBERG, Pirns.

E. L. TAYLOR,

Suit.

TUCUMCARI

Water, Ice

I Power

Co.

(INCORPORATED.)

Evcy enterprising citizen should patronize
a. local industry or gnWprisp
mwGKl
WIS ARID H10R33 TO STAY, AND SOLICIT
YOUR PATRONAGE.
OUR

RATES REASONABLE.
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In the Bush Country

l

Farm Workers in Great Demand Through
New Zealand, the Land of Evergreens
(Special Corresponded e.)
Another meal of toard tack and I
was off again in the light of early
morning on my way southward. For
obvious reasons I wished to put a considerable distance between me and
Auckland before coming to a stop anywhere, and although passing several
likely looking places, I made only a
couple of casual inquiries for work
until about midday. Then 1 approached a comfortable old farmhouse by
the road, and asked for a drink of
water.
"Wouldn't you rather have some
milk?" said the woman who had re
sponded to my knock.
Naturally I would rather, and I did.
after wMeh I asked her if she knew
of any one who wanted to hire a man.
"Can you milk?" she inquired immediately.
I had not done any milking since
was 14 years old. and not a great dial
before that, but I was quite prepared
to go at it. and I told her that there
were few things about a farm which
I understood bettor, a statement altogether true if rightly interpreted. She
then directed me to a neiuhbonnu
place where they wanted soim imd
for the summer, chielly to attend to
the milking. It was off the main roa;
but. as I wasn't enthusiastic for anconcluded
other meal of hard tack.
to make a call there and at least s.e
cure a dinner.

hearty breakfast, but that a taste of
soup might not be nmis. and expected
thai some of h would shortly be thrust
out of the window to me in a tin basin
with no further ceremony or attention.
To my surprise, after a few moments'
wait. I was summoned into the kitchen, and there a snow-whit- e
cloth was
spread and a place laid with 'hina
tableware, and silver knives, forks and
spoons.
For the first time in over
three months had soup made out of

On a New Zealand Farm.
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SOME CRITICISM TO MAKE
OF THE DEAR GIRLS.

HAS

Waists and Openwork
Stockings the Chief Things Complained of Seem to Have Somewhat Disturbed His Peace of Mind.

Peek-a-Bo-

o

Tho
Well, girls, it is all settled!
edict lias gone forth, and If you don't
want to bo annoyed by those "horrible
old mashers" you'll have to put window-blinds
shirtin your
and lay aside
waist, wear
those openwork stockings.
eyes is exThe epidemic of goo-goplained in this letter:
"A lot is being written about the
peok-n-bo-

hoop-skirt-

o

s

LITTLC '

Lani of Evergreens.
.
Zealand Is a land of
Resides the native varieties
he mneraearpa and Norfolk island
Ire have been extensively
For ferns it is a veritable
i opajs.it ing
ground. There sire near- 1.M'
aiieties, the largest of which v:
he liiauiil'til tree fern, growing twer- Ihe feei or so in height. This an:''
he etbbage tree, another peculia.'
give a tropical aspect to tho
rov
cere when they are plentiful.
enjoyed a midsummer Christina
mil New Year's at the H.'s, and then
loe'ded that I must, be on my wa
tjn ill. When it came to going, how-ve-

A

New

-

ever-;:eins-

trans-Uiine-

I

Her question about milking I did
not remark particularly at. the time,
but I learned its importance later. I'
h; the first and pretty nearly the only
question that is asked an applicant
for farm work in New Zealand. The
dairying industry has grown tremendously there within recent years, anil
any one who is a fair hand at "cow
spanning," as it is known, can get
work anywhere during the summer,
while in some sections a really good
milk'M' can have things pretty nearly
o1' "Mtin"
bis own wnv T" im'-iii"help Is so great, indeed, that although

"OLD SINNER" TALKS.

There the country rules the city,
and not the city the country. Unlike
tho tendency In other parts of tho
world for tho population to gravltato
toward tho cities, tho movement In
New Zealand is, if anything, in tho
other direction. In many wayu New
Zealand Is an inferior country, agriculturally, but in tho matter of transportation it has i& immense l?nd.
This may sound paradoxical of a land
which has as yet only limited railway
facilities and is above all others (he
most remote from the great centers of
the world, but its explanation lies In
the fact that practically every part of
New Zealand is within at least fifty
miles of the seaboard and once on the
coast there Is frequent and reasonably
cheap steamship service to tho markets of the world. As a farmer said to
me. "Anything we enn raise hero wo
can sell. '
The forests of New Zealand are
beautiful, but a triile monotonous.
The blue gum. or eucalyptus, is common, nnd the kauri pine was once so,
nit has largely been used up for lumber. There are a number of fine naive tiiviMMs. known by their Maori
mines. !;uch as totara, rimu, ruta,
karaka r.id the like.

l

'masher' nuisance, but hear a word
from tho defense. "Why don't the girls
dress decently? I was going across
City Hall Park one day this week and
a girl came along whoso costume was
such that It made certain portions of
ber figure very much in evidence and,
old sinner that I am, l found myself
making 'goo-goeyes' at her. How
could 1 help it? As Raymond Hitchcock, in 'The Yankee Consul', sings:

I

j

-

'

Wr-

-

Between Stations,
fresh meat, a cup of tea with mill; !'
it, an unlimited supply of fresh bro&J
and as much buttt-- r before me as
out to the entire forecastle ot
the l.ethington as a week's .iliowane-- '
while an entire jar of jam was sei on
would
with no apparent lear iha;

r.

found

it difficult

to go

awn;--

.

IS very member of the family exhausted
his peiMiasive powers trying to get m
remain, offering me better wages
yielded to
uid o:her inducements.
the rraeni of remaining in all liie
weelw. Then I got my check for X "
!") shillings,
packed my "swag" afM
took .ie road again.
eat too much.
MrH.'s parting was chnraeteri.Mlf.:
Af;c.r dinner the son and l had a
"I don't want to be nasty and hojVj
talk. He offered me -' shillings a you';i break down on the road," sfr?
started in that afternoon said, as we shook hands, "but If you
week and
by replenishing the woodpile.
do. why come right back."
:

o

1

Imnfdnntion bad some play
In the days of old.
"Then what can you expect young
Commercial."
bloods to do?

Law Will Trouble Frenchmen.
Startling is the news that comes
from Paris to the effect that tho hvi
may iseek to compel married Frenchmen to love their wives. Hitherto tl.'O
Frenci marriage code has limited P
self to aSerting that the eontractlnu
parties owe each other mutual esteem,
fidelity and succor. Nothing is
Paul Herviei?,
about love.
dramatist, who enjoys stirring up
trouble, is causing much mental
among his countrymen, for hi
thinks- married persons should be rf- qulrei by law to love one another.
Recently he gave his views to a parliamentary committee, formed to
certain reforms In the code.
Imagine tho despair of many to find a
majority of the committee members
were Inclined to agree with ilervleu
on the ground that It was for the interest of the community that thero
should be marital affection. Most
unions among fashionable folk in
Way t: Coast.
France are marriages of convenience,
no; a great deal to do and the new Idea shocks all the con;i
Thin
ventionalities.
In colonial slang.
ahon
the place
It was a "cockatoo farm." as the small
Mohammedan Mosque for Paris.
holdings are known in distinction from
Paris will soon have a Mohammedan
the big tracts, ruder New Zealand's
For some years past a
liberal land laws thousands of such mosque.
places have been settled within recent French Mohammednn living in Cairo,
1. Lambert, has been at work collect--ueim and. as a rule, the farm laborer
subscriptions, and he has now
of intelligence and enterprise remains
consent not only to build a
a hum In borer only long enough to
accumulate $500 or so and then goes nosque in Paris, but also one in Marseilles. The stale will very likely
on tho land for himself. New
two mosques free building sites.
Is essentially a country of small
farmers. Commerce nnd manufactur- I'.hgland and Germany have each ono
ing nro only Incidental and although or more mosques. Thousands of
visit Paris every year. Marthere is a good drol of lumborlng.
some mining nnd a llttlo fishing, agri- seilles has a very largo floating Mo
I ntnmodun
population.
culture U the real life of the people.
met'-t'one-

The letter came from Brooklyn,
where It Is rumored that a Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Mashers
is about to be organized, with a demand that the Indies cease wearing
peek-a-bowaists, with their little
bows of pink nnd blue baby ribbon;
that they put more cloth in tho width
of their skirts and not hold them up
so high nor so tight and that a more
opaque material lie used In making
shirtwaists.
The low corset and tho princess
gown are to come in for some
So, girls,
mention, too, It is said.
you'll have to confine your decollete
o

one-piec- e

cor-sid-

Wool Teams on

colonial women do not usnull tuk
any hand in farm work an exccpi.on
H made in that particular, both they
and all the available children often
helping with the cows.
The owner of the
Mr. H..
opened the door for me. He suid that
his son had the active management
of the place, and asked me if I would
wait and see him. I waited on the
porch, and was just wondering if the
time wasn't a favorable one to hint
that some dinner would bo accoptable.
when Mrs. II. appeared at tho door
and asked:
"Would you euro for a plato of
soup?"
I uald that I had had n late and
fa.-m- .

:

Zen-lou-

t

s

MO

TIGHT

fLIRlUO

wear to evening affairs indoors, with
the shades down.
At any rate, wear more clothing on
the street, or the goo-goman will got
yen if you don't
York World.
King Edward Likes Bridge.
King Edward likes nothing; bolter
than n game of bridge, but ho Is very
nuicb opposed to high piny.

(

Hay Press

Home-Mad- e

I notlco at different times requests
match, excepting that the timbers
regarding humo-madhay presses. I should bo sprung together at the front
oncloso drawings of one which I call nearer the sweep pinion than those of
tho "Yukon Emergency Hay Press," tho base for the purpose of hotter
becnuBo it can be made wholly of bracing.
Now place the box, which has prewood and answers very well for (ho
purpose where a hotter one cannot he viously been made, upon the base
easily obtained. It is properly a
frame in such a position that when tho
press, with end pressure and shaft is drawn out. to its full allowIt is not a rapid ance the head will still remain in the
continuous feed.
entrance of the box four to six inches.
Mark with pencil the position of the
back of tho rear, middle and front
girders upon the base sills. Remove
holes
the box again and bore
i.'.vj
at these marks. Replace the box and
insert in these holes stakes to join
vFIG. 2.
tho upper frame. Now place the uppress, but two men, with a boy to per frame properly and bore holes fot
drive, can bale four to five tons per the stakes that join the lower frame:
day.
Its bales may be any desired Insert the stakes and drive togcthe:
into one solid frame.
dimensions, but I find about 16xlSx3
For putting box together, there are
!nchs is the most convenient. This
is the size represented in tho draw- five girders or frames. First set the
ings. With wild hay. bales of this two end ones on two level pieces ot
size weigh from sixty to ninety
pounds. While timothy, rod-toand
grain may bo made to weigh from 100
to 125 pounds. It is just the thing for
a farmer of small means to use on his
own farm alone, as it is somewhat
awkward to move about, although by
sloping the ground sills it. can bo
dragged by two horses short distances.
Fig. 1 represents the machine sot
tip for use. Observe that It is staked
down and braced like a threshing machine, and has a runaway at the front
for the sweep to rest on, and that it is
tied by the frame front to back, that
FIG. 3.
it may not give when the pressure is timber or poles to correspond tc
length of the box lumber. Now place
,'ut on.
Fig. 2 represents the end of the box, second frame from the front three
with its girders, AA, which are 4x1 feet from first and a third frame twe
inches. BB are movable blocks ".xl fool from the last, measuring froir
inches, upon which tho sides of tho the front to front of second or frame
box are nailed, thus allowing the presgirder. Divide the remaining distance
sure to he slackened or tightened at for tho fourth. Nail the bottom anc
will by the use of D wedges inserted top of box first solid between mor
in the Inch space between A and H, tises in the frame, then nail the side.'
o

one-hors- e

two-inc-

p

' Fig.
and driven in or out with a hammer.
Fig. 3 represents the upper and
lower pieces of girder, showing the
mortices, 4 Inch for girder frame and
4 inch for movable block, only 1
inches deep.
Figs. 4 and f represents an Improvement, consisting of four spring
steel or Iron bars, ly Inch wide.

3
FIG. 4,
placed In tho entrance of tho press
box and extending to Innermost limit
of shaft head, when working. The
object being to catch the hay and
hold it, thereby relieving tho pressure
from shaft and easing the tendency of
sweep to ily back too quickly for
horse. Fig. 4 shows the head grooved
to admit springs, and Fig. 5 shows
springs In position, as seen from
above.
General Directions for Putting Together.
First of all place the base sills:
these should bo fastened together at
tho proper distance apart at three
places, besides the blocks for sweep
pinion at front end and may be done
holes.
by sticks fitted into
Now make upper part of frame to
two-Inc-

L

not too tight so they will not move bj
pressure.
Notes The horse returns back nl
every half circle. The sweep should
swing two feet past the half circle
at end.
In a general way, to operate, be
gin with front open and rear closed
and gradually, as it becomes tighter
loosen the rear and tighten the front;
the rest must he learned by cxperi-ence-

TOM
DELLAJUND
a
and
Friend That Helped.
Partner

TUe Story of a Silent

t;oprt((bt, 18,

by Geo. K. Mariball.

She was the new lived and often Injurious pleasures,
typewriter girl and and I know from experience thut these
from a country little sums count up during a year.
home. Chicago had
"The average person can buy a diabeen a wonderful mond every year and never know it.
ImaglIn
place
her
if they will concentrate tho litiio sums
nation, as she of monoy that so easily run away."
would read about It
Delia and her employer had given
and plan to live In close attention to Tom's reasons for
It. Now she was admiring diamonds. Her employer
here and earning thought Tom was full of explanations,
money.
and he was tempted to drop cigars
To her the city and try Tom's plan.
life was so new and
Delia was convinced. She watched
exciting she had tho dimes, and boxed up those likely
eyes and ears for everything, and no- to go for foolish things. Soon she
ticed many things that city young peo had sufficient to make a first payment
ple did not see or hear.
on a beautiful $100 stone.
It is this excitement, caused by the
Months rolled along, and without
newness of things, which induces pinching herself on necessities or
country boys and girls to push ahead conveniences in the least, she paid for
when they come to the city, and their the precious stout;.
Paid for it with
stored up energy, due to simple coun- the little sums of money that usually
try living, enables them to endure the go through one's
unconfingers
extra amount of work the excitement sciously.
into.
leads them
Tho following year Delia had a
Delia was ambitious and naturally long
spell.
Her savings disapbright.
peared and her friends, spending their
She was anxious to succeed and money as it came, had nothing with
wanted to learn how to make the most which to help her. She did not want
of her time and money.
to send home for money, yet sue needEarly one Monday forenoon, before ed rest, and money for her doctor's
her employer had read his mall, a bill and railroad fare.
young man enme Into tho ofllce.
Taking her diamond tn the man
Delia had nothing to do but read or from whom she purchased it, she
to
preferred
She
watch her machine.
found mat he was willing to lend her
read, as she greatly enjoyed good $50, without interest, taking the stone
Yet us security, and returning It as toon
stories and Interesting articles.
she had hoard that books contained as she could pay back the money.
second-handeinformation and that This $,"j0 enabled her to pay what aha
the best things were seen and heard, owed, and go home for a good long
so she could not help but listen when vacation.
the others began talking on a general
When she got back to her typesubject.
writer she learned that her employer
They had finished their business, had found out in some way how she
and her employer made this remark:
had purchased and raised money on
"Tom, why do you like diamonds? her diamond. Ho told Tom, and Torn
I
never owned one In my life."
suggested that the girl be given half
Tom took a minute to think and pay during her sickness.
Delia waited with more eagerness for
in a. few days Tom made another
the reply than did her employer.
suggestion, which was that he be
A minute is a long time to take to given an introduction.
Ho admired a
answer a question, but Tom was a girl that respected diamonds, and
thinker, and he took time to answer a somehow Delia could not help but adquestion that Interested him. Finally mire Tom. She told him about her
he said: "There are several reasons country homo, and Tom had somewhy. I have owned a fair priced thing to say about a dozen big cities
stone over since I began going on with which he was well acquainted.
the road, though I don't wear it in
As Delia had come well recommendsight all tho time.
ed and Tom was a favorite, the em"I never carry them in my pockets ployer had no objections to their talkfor the sake of handling them, as a ing about diamonds. So they talked.
great. American preacher is reported They even took tin evevlng for a talk.
to have done, but I want one around
Delia got Iter friend, her first diamo somewhere, all the time. I like mond back again. Then she got a
a diamond becnuse it is the most pre- diamond from Tom. And her emcious thing you can purchase.
ployer would not be greatly surprised
"It is the visible representative of were she even to get Tom. At least
eternal truth.
she has written homo that she wishes
"I own one because It is a permato spend a few weeks there to do a
pleasure,
an Indestructible little sewing. If possible, Tom la
nent
source of enjoyment; and it Is a safe more dignified and thoughtful than
Investment." Delia wanted to ask ever before. Orvlce Sisson
where he bought them, but she did
not dare to, and Tom went on to say:
"There is nothing else I can carry
with mo and enjoy, upon which i can
so quickly and easily raise as much
i

d

The feeder uses his hands instead
ot a fork, and forms into a compact
mass as ho feeds.
Bales IS inches by IS inches by
3G inches are preferred by some.
Sheet iron or steel casings around
pinion shaft saves wear.
Telegraph wire makes good threading needle to bale with.
monoy.
A No. 20 wire is very suitable fot
"I have noticed my friends fool
this press.
away little sums of money on short- Two and a half Inch gas pipe
Plans to Rest After Hard Life.
An Interesting character is an old
Mexican Indian woman, Mrs. Fermlna
Surras, who has just sold a mine near
Hawthorne, Nov., to an eastern syndicate for $90,000. For years she has
dressed In men's clothes and personally worked her claim herself, doing
FIG. G.
plugged with wood make good crank washing for prospectors and miners in
order to secure necessary money. She
pins, although wholly wood will do.
rest and
The writer made his first from dry says that she now Intends to years
of
enjoy the results of hor long
spruce- polos, frame, box and all.
privation and hardship.
U. B.
v. in .Montreal Mn'ald.

Seek to Force Hyde's Retirement.
Directors of the Metropolitan Opera
Company in New York are said to be
considering tho advisability or forcing tho resignation of .Isunes Hazeu
Hyde. This Is because so much notoriety has attached to Mr. Hyde through
disclosures made in life insurance affairs. .According to report, Henry
Morgnnthau, the banker, who is one
of the chief patrons of opera, has let it
be understood that ho Is averse to
serving on the board with Mr. Hyde.

Professional Cards.

Notice of Publication.
IN Till'. DISTRICT COtJK
COUNTY OK yUAY

4T,,tti

"

M. H. Ooldenberg Co.

Ous Owens and
Owens, his wife,

District Attounkv,

l5'

I

Tucumcari,

I

Tlie said defendant, (Jus Owens a n d
Owen, his wife, are hereby notified
that a suit on account has been commenced against you in the District Court for the
County of (,uay, Territory of New Mexico,
by said M. J. Ooldenberg Co., in w li i c h
said plaintiff asks judgment for Sni.i.j for
goods, wares and merchandise sold and de
livered at special instance and request of
or
said defendant; that unless you
appearance in
cause to be entered
said suit on or before the 13th day of Jan
uary A. D. ujofi, judgment by default will
be rendered against you.

your

Ciias.
MATTKSON

it MATTUSON,
I'ucumcari, New Mexico,
Attorneys for Plaintiff.

aid

WE MEET TRAINS

As I am considering a change of location, I respectfully request those who are
desirous of using my services to call as
early as possible before Dec. 10th.
it
Dk. Coultku, Dentist.

Poultry.

PHONE 34.

J.

M. H. KOCH.
Nov.

'A

...
-

Opposite Rock Island Depot

.

3t

Our gents furnishing line can't be beat
in this section of N. Mex. Satisfactio
guaranteed or your money refunded.
We
lead and others follow.
The M. 13. Coldenberg Co.

finimrdtl Trade

Headquarters f

Rates Reasonable

THE ONLY FIRST CLASS HOTEL IN THE CITY.

JACKSON-GALBRAITH-EOXWOR-

TH

(Incorporated January ist kjo.j.)
WINDOW GLASS A SPECIALTY-A- LL

CO.

Preaching every other Sunday. Services
beginning at 11 a. m. and S p. m.
Sunday School every Sunday at 10 a. m.
Prayer meeting every hursday night.
Business meeting at 7:30 p. m., Thursday before the second Sunday in the
month.
Mii.ton Kkijck, Pastor

Etc.

In the District Court, Sixth Judicial District, Territory of New Mexico, in and for
the County of Quay.

.;;.;

-

The

Your patronage is appreciated

f

and

X

Tucumcari,

GET PRICES

Top Notch Store
FRUITS, CONFECTIONERIES, CIGARS AND
TOBACCOS.
BOOKS, HAGAZINES, DAILY
PAPERS, NOTIONS, ETC.
?C A, A!

'IV

K'ANCY GUOCRRTIilR
Ceo.

McCarar

Prnp

Attorneys at Law.
Office over First National Mank

Tucumcari.
J

-

Now Mexico.

-

li. WHARTON,

Attounhv at Law.
do a general Civil and Criminal practice. Clive promt personal attention to all
business.
-

Now Mexico.

-

YOUR PORTRAIT
appreciated by your friends as

Is always

a

Ch.ristm.Bis (lift.
No need to wait for sunshine, except f o r
babies' pictures. Artistic picture framing.
"1 Strive to Please."
II

KOCH.

.

LAND OFFICE.
N. V. GALLEG0S,
U. S. Court Com.

S. C. CAMPBELL,

CONFECTIONERY,
Tobacco, Cigars,
Soft Drinks, Fruits,
Books, Magazines, Notions,
Ivic

Tucumcari,

N.

X

(VI.

ST;

ft

Coldenberg Co.,
vs.
V. II. Sanborn.
The said defendant, W. H. Sanborn, is
hereby notified that a suit by attachment
has been commenced against him in the
District Court for the County of Cjuay, territory of New Mexico, by said plaintiff, the
M. 13, Coldenberg Company, for go o d s,
wares and merchandise, sold and delivered
to said defendant by said plaintiff to t h e
amount of One Hundred Ninety-seveand
thirty one hundredth Dollars. That unless
you enter your appearance on or before
the 30th pay of December, A. D. i9o5,
judgment by default will be r e d e r e d
against you.
CiiAHt.KS P. Downs,
Clerk.
Ciias. C. Davidson,
Attorney for Plaintiff.
M.

Our Hats are the Newest
Styles.
See Us for Fashionable
Millinery.

13.

MISS

J.

EMMA JAI1NS.

A. STREET,
Sole Agent for

n

11

N. M.

New Millinery.

Notice of Suit.

SIZES

Doors, Sash, No Iding, Finishing, Lime, Cement

CALL

MATTUSON,

Baptist Church.

Tucumcari, New Mexico.

..

&

ljATTIiSON

Land Filings, Final Proofs, Contests,
and all land matters attended to.
No charge for final proof applications.
Okkick at Count Housk.
free

A Fine ART CALENDAR given
with each dozen best finish Cabinet Photos, during November only. They make
very desirable Holiday presents.

J. HARRISON. PROPRIETOR

Si

UI313KU STAMPS and seals,
factured by lillis Uros., El
Leave orders at this office.

W

AND TAKE CARE OF YOUR BAGGAGE.

The Glenrock Hotel
n

Attoknkv at Law,
Tucumcari, - - Now Mexico.

M .

R
jft

C. DAVIDSON,

NOTICE.

Oysters in Season.

MAIN STREET.

New Mexico.

-

Alamotfordo,

furnishing the Masonic Hall.

Butter and Eggs.
FisK

P. Downs,
Clerk.

The order Masonic is preparing for a
public Installation of officers on the 27th
Prox. A Bazaar anil public reception in
which the wives of members will officiate
is also going to be had.
If any revenue
can be derived from these functions it will
be used to defray a part of the expenses of

Fresh and Salt Meats, Pigs Feet,
Tripe, Lard, olognaL,

(

enter

Masonic Public Installation.

K. MEAT MARKET,
STREET & JONES.

0.

MI'XIIKM,

C.

IIIIMI"

DAWSOlTcOAL
Sec W.

M.

Troup, (he Drayman.

SONG OF THE CROAKER,
Poet Lnurentcs have never been an asset in our family, hut a cousin of ours in
Imperial, California, at last sins to our liking on the subject of "Croakers." John is
interested in Imperial valley real estate and waterworks system of Imperial and Cal- axico, and from the meter of his poetry has certainly none against a Croaker from
Croakersville.
This hibred race of cannibals sometimes take up room that could be
occupied to belter advantage by men of better character, and the song is our sentiment
belter than we could express it ourselves:

EL PASO R.OVTE
fexas and Pacific Railway

The Croaker.
John

M.

Kkitii.

There was once an

,

old fellow who always cried down
Kvery effort proposed for tint tfood of the town;
And croaking, to him, was such infinite pleasure
That he plied it beyond any reason of measure.
He would approach you with "Well what's the news?
And e'er you replied he'd expose his own views.
He'd tell you that people were making a blunder,
My coming in here, for the town would go under,
For the companies here, and the big corporations
Were crushing it out with their exploitations;
And then when the ditches were running quite low
He declared they would yet cease entirely to flow,
And that the: ground then would be parched aud so dry
That the crops that were growing would wither and die.
Kven when the canals were full to o'orflowing
And for long level miles were the fines! crops growing
He declared the whole country would soon be drowned out,
A dead cinch
he knew what he was talking about.

"Why, this

is the sorriest 'bum little town,'
He often remarked, with an ominous frown
The merchants can't shelve their goods in a way
To show the advantage of a business display.
That the doctors who live here are frothing but quacks.
And the lawyers all rascals, he set down as facts.
The officers, too, were but organized jobbers,
and robbers.
Who stood hand in hand with
The newspapers, too, were the poorest excuse,
And not fit for respectable folks to peruse.
And the towns water system he gave it a score;
The electric lights, too, were exceedingly poor.
He had praise for the shacks of the neighboring towns
But not a word for the brick blocks of his own.

And thus he continued from day unto day
Belittling the town and its people always,
'Til one day while passing a stable near by
A blind mule stopped eating and kicked him sky high,
And there he was nearer to heaven's bright door
Than he will be hereafter or had been before.
The coroner came on the scene to review it;
Verdict: "The mule knew the best way to do it."
The undertaker, though given a sad melancholy,
While preparing this "case" was unusually jolly,
Keeping time to the swing of hilarious songs
He flung the corpse into its coffin with tongs.
On his funeral day was all business suspended;
the rabble all ended?
Were the streets deserted,
Not any, the people had not to the grave yard hied
They were all congregated where the croaker had died,
And were there celebrating with holiday cheer
The end of his slanderous, lying career.
And the blind mule stood out on the spot for hours
Like a conquering hero, bedecded with flowers.
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The Night Express leaves El Paso daily at 6:50 p. m.
Mountain Time, solid vestibuled train through to
New Orleans, Shreveport and St. Louis, without
change. Carries through sleepers Los Angeles to St.
Louis, Shreveport, New Orleans and intermediate
points. Direct connections made for all points North,
East and Southeast. Ask your local agent for sched
ules, rates and other information, or address

fl. W. CURTIS,
Southwestern assenger Agent,
EL PASO. TEXAS.
E. P. TURNER,

L. G. LEONARD,
Traveling

Passenger

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,

Agent,

EL PASO, TEXAS.

DALLAS. TEXAS.
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From this tale, a Jhought I drew
Not patented its free to you:
Of the vilest snakes that encumber the ground
The croaker is the worst around.
He will not see himself, aright,
And stands in better people's light.

,

For the Imperial Standard,
Imperial, California,
Nov. 9, ino.j.
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Another was certain it would harden

American Settlers on Land in Canada

OW A FRIEND

readilv. being of the same Anglo-Saxostock, both having forced recognition
of liberal Institutions from the throne.
Natives of the old English provinces in
eastern Canada many of whom, by
the way, are descendants of the "loyminion ranching country into valuable alists."' or. as Yankees called them,
The Story
wheat lands by the mile and has in- "tories." in our own early colonies
creased the wheat acreage in Canada with Americans from the "states" ' have
by millions of acres, says Public Opin- established in Canada's "west free
Wlicther Hand Sapollo got a more
ion. Ho has brought into the mining; schools, a free church and religious
welcome In homes where
enthusiastic
and
autonomy
center of British Columbia tho mod- toleration, liberal local
an old and tried friend,
was
Sapollo
English
ern process of smelting ore. His is the eternal supremacy of the
the controlling force in the Important tongue. Old Quebec province, domi- or where It was a stranger, is a ques- extensions under way by the Canadian nated yet by French customs, the Hon. Where women had como to rely
railroads, including a new transcon- French language and the code Na- on Sapollo for rapid, thorough clean- tinental line through the north coun- poleon, contended stubbornly against Ins la every part of the house except
toleration the laundry, they commenced without
try: for Canada's two greatest railroad the growth of Anglo-Saxosystems are directed by Americans, in Prince Rupert's land, but her powloss of time, to avail of this new prize.
men who gained their railroad experier has been vanquished. Manitoba Qrubby little hands, and stained, work
ence in the "states" Sir Thomas province, until 1S!)0. was compelled
Snaughnessy, president of tho Cana- to recognize both English and French worn older ones, whitened, softened,
dian Pacific, and C. M. Hays, presi- as official languages, but popular sen- and smoothed out as if by magic, caldent of the new Grand Trunk Pacific. timent ressinded that dual compulsion. lous spots disappeared, and comChildren ceased
plexions cleared.
The Yankee canal at Sauk Ste. Marie, In the new western provinces tin-rwhich celebrated its fiftieth anniver- are settlements of Galicians. Menno-nites- . their strenuous objections to the scrubsary, recently, caused the construction
Houkhobors. Mormons and othbing up process, because it became a
of a similar inteiiako waterway on er sects or creeds, but. over all. Anglo-Saxotho Canadian side, and these canals
influences predominate. On Docombined discharge more freight than minion day I saw the stars and stripes
any other artificial waterway in the and the union jack waving together
world.
in Regina, tho capital of the new SasTime was when Jack Canuck resentkatchewan province: three days latr
ed the encroachment of the Yankee I saw them again entwined in Calgary,
settler. His feeling has changed, for Alberta province, on tho Yankees'
Yankees and Canadians amalgamate Fourth i'f July.

Wheat Acrentfe of Our Northern
Sistor Enormously Incroasod
hy tho Influx of "Ynnkeo"
Farmers Into the Country.
The Yankco settler has turned Do-
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THE DISTRICT SCHOOL
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the hands and could scarcely realize
how soft end "comfy" they fait attar
tho washing.
Then began the excitement of adventure; what would the new soap NOT
do?

the teeth Jr

Y
feet X
to It,

j

1
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,
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the middle of the
lake, lr was a splendid spectacle as
it gradually grew in height, spiral
?hapo. and in diameter appeared to
be twenty feet at its base.
Liko a
monument it rose on the surface of
the water, when there came another
distant, weird sound, and in tho fierceness of the trees' agitation I lost sight
of the waterspout, but soon another
loomed up nearer to shore, and when
it collapsed there was a rain of liv
trout, gentlemen. I say genuine Colo-- I
rado mountain trout, and they lay
cattered on tho ground for quite a
distance around me, but hardly any
weighed over throe ounces.
How do I account for it? Well, I
figured it out this way the water-- j
P"Ut happened to form over a large
school of fish nenr the shore where

Her

"d
XXa that

WHY TAKE DAINTY
CARE of your mouth and
neglect your pores, the myriad
mouths of your skin ? Hand
Sapomo does not gloss them
over, or chemically dissolve
their health-givinoils, yet
clears them thoroughly by a
method of its own,

I

I

girl tried a shampoo.

g

Waterspout Drew Fish from Their broken boughs tilled the ;ur liki tho
Hard!
bad
Native Element and Sent wrpekay of a cyclone.
trees ceased their violent shaking
Them Back to Earth Before tl;e
win n
seized in wonder at tho waterAstonished Sportsman.
spout forming in

About nineteen years ago. before the
hills hereabouts became the Miimner
resorts for the state's elite, and rustic
cottagers were scarce on the mountain sides. I rode over from Golden to
Wellington lake on a burro, more to
acquaint tnyselt with the country and.
of course, incidentally to shoot any
game I chanced to spy. says a writer
in the Denver Post.
From a distance
caught sight of the lake glistening
in the sunlight like a big patch of
snow, and tho closer I got the more
decided I became to pitch my tent o::
its green carpeted banks for a few
days recreation. There were trout,
two and six pounders, in the lake in
those days, and caught lots of them.
One afternoon dark clouds began hovering around tho mountain tops, and
by dusk the wind had gained in velocity and great whitecaps appeared on
the lake, to be transformed into
clouds of mist, which sprayed tho
mountain tC
like an April shower.

A

hair, pretty, soft and silky went up "
perfectly, with none of the unmanageable ness that generally exists for a full
week after the usual pracess. A man
used the delightful lather for shaving,
and felt no need for cold cream afterwards. A pimply face was treated
to a dally bath- Ing with the
full suds, and
promptly be
came clear.
Tartar on

Fisherman in Rain of Mountain Trout
I

IN ALGBBRA

CLASS

X lt
I.et housewife equal X plup E ;
It
Let K the sign for S.itolio bp ;
X
dirt let minus X be hnd :
Then all these nvtutxils we will add.
KK
The X mul minus X drop out
(As anyone enn sen no doubt
And leave what must the housewife plr Ae
The happy fcjmbol wo call ense.

had a
ency to
hardening x

S end'

wards

or the skin
regained their
natural condi
tion, till another family had Joined the
chorus at friendly acclaim. And so It
Is everywhere, those who know the
"elder brother" welcome the newcomer, for the sake of the first known,
and those who meet both for the first

It freshened up the hands time are pitinged Into a whimsical
removing the most worry as to which they could better
disagreeable feature of that necessary spare If they bad to make m choice.
task. It was found to keep delicate
baby skins from chafing better than
TRY HAND SAPOLIO.
salve or powder, and the crowning
Its steady use will keep the hands
of any busy woman as white,
note In the song of delight came when
and pretty as if she was
an adult member of the family used It
under the constant care of a city
In a full bath, and realized that a
manicure. It is truly " The Dainty
Turkish Bath at a cost of one dollar
Woman's Friend," in the suburbs
the water was quite shallow and the was outdone by a small fraction of the
or on the farm.

suction of the whirlwind was so great
if raised the fish that were in
water
only a few inches deep. Ratlin- than
see the fish perish on lard
busied
Off in the distance I
a peculiar myself for an
hour throwing ihem
wind sweeping over the mountains back into
the lake,
and shortly w. nino trees on the op- was extinct, having but in manv life
fall u on the
posite mV of tin- like
staying rocks from a height of probably flftv
heavily, as if thev
ruUl lnv.ik. and f.
-

I

-

pleasure.

after

dish-washin- g,

t,
velvety cake.
little,
But, strange though It may seem,
there were people who had not learned
to prize Sapolio. To these the advertising of Hand Sapollo came as a
Sapolio, a scouring soap,
wvrprlse.
ten-cen-

Those ugly dark brown streaks
on the neck, arising from tight
collars, and the line where the
sunburn stops, can be wiped out
by the velvety lather of Hand
Sapolio.
It is, indeed. "The

Dainty Woman's Friend.

he-ia-
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Truth About "Friend of Your Youth'
Not Always r.s Welcome ag tho

" "'

Verses of Poets Have Depicted
Knows Too Much
About the "Salad Days."

It's a subject that's
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m the makers of

verse.
In rm HMuous measure thoy love to
to
ll,0..tcn.,i01' "nation, unchanging as truth.
tio that- unites us to frlonds of

ToUn.h

Now.
flntl the frtond of my youth oft a
bore.
Whose vory existence I've cause to
A rein nlscent ruffian of unerring mind.
Who rakrM up the put that I wish lrft
behind

,f

rayouhad,

If you are not iu youns as you'd have
folk believe
He'll expose all your guileless attempts
to deceive;
On the slightest excuso ho stands roady
to state
That you wore at college in seventy-eigh-

Ad

v2ft?i3 K,,hope"

t.

woMns a maiden you hope ou will
Vhn win
Tale friend of rour vouth U iult sjre e
butr in.
Tlth airrstevant anecdotal fitd to fho'w
fccsrtlm Lotharis
Ton
4Si
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" door or cut him.
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THE FIRST STEP away
from
la lack o(
enre In personal cleonll
nasa t (he first movs In
bulldlnd up a proper prldo
lo man, woniaa or child
la a visit to the bathtub.
You can't ba healthy, or
even doodt an
firctty, or are
clean. Uaa
HAND SAPOLIO. It
pleases everyoao

hat adapted for the hands, tho face, the
general toilet? impossible, It would
be horrid. Who ever heard of such a
use? Finally a hold shopper carried
home a cake. Does It look like kitpubl.M,
chen Sapollo? No one Is sure, and a
cake of that is bought, and comparison
made. Behold a family using both the
Sapolios for every conceivable-purpos- e,
and comparing notes I After
easily and quickly cleansing a greusy
pan vitb Szpolio, Jane thought the
aston
other vouId fra gritty, end
lebei it ths smooth, ddaty tether.
w-o-

Remarkable Submarine Boat.
It is now believed that John P. Holland, the inventor of n successful
type of huhnmrinc boats, has improved
upon his invention to such an extent
that the Submarines thus far built by
the nations will have to be consigned
to the scrap heap and be replaced by
the new boat which has stood a number of remarkable tests. The new boat
attains an average speed of twenty
knots when submerged and can in case
of necessity make thirty knots an
hour, thus exceeding the speed of tho
fastest cruiser. Tho old boats did well
to attain a speed of nine knots an hour
and will from now on be regarded more
as a curiosity than of any value in actual warfare.
Qualities That Will Win.
The policy concerning the Pauaniii
canal enunciated by thn President, to
t hr
consulting board of engineers i?.
wholly commendable. In brief, it is to
construct the best canal in the shortest
time. The two supremely desirable
qualities are promptness and efficiency,
and they are coordinate. Neither is to
be srtcrlficel to the other, nnd if not to
the other, certainly not to any or all
other considerations in the "world--Nt- sYork Tvlbuaa.

THE MYSTIC NUMBER
CURIOUS

PROPERTIES OF "NINE"
ARITHMETIC.

IN

The Great Plato Once Got Rid of Bore
by Giving Him Puzzle in Which This
Peculiarity FiguredSee if You Can

To make Cheap Gas-ligh- t
Country Homes

for

Solve It.
Most people arc ncquninted with
some of the curious properties of the
number nine in ordinary arithmetic.
For example, write down a numbtr
containing as many figures as you like,
add these figures together and deduct
the sum from the first number. Now,
the sum of the figures in this nuw
number will always be a multiple of
nine.
There was once a worthy man at
Athens who was not. only a cranky

arithmetician, but also a mystic. He
was deeply convinced of the magic
properties of the number nine, and
was perpetually strolling out to the
groves of Academia to bother poor old
Plato with his nonsensical ideas about
what he called his "lucky number."
Hut Plato devised a way of getting
rid of him. When the seer one day
proposed to inflict on him a lengthy
disquisition on his favorite topic, the
philosopher cut him short with the
remark, "Look hero, old chappie"
(that is the nearest translation of the
original Greek term of familiarity),
"when you can bring me the solution
of this littlo mystery of the three

TAKE

a common Clay Pipe.
a simple "Acetylene"

out extra charge, which used any one of these 70
Acetylene Generators it had found safe, and effective,
just as it permitted houses to be piped for City Gas,
or wired for Electricity, under proper conditions.
Now, the Insurance Companies ought to know
whether or not these 70 different makes of Acetylene
Generators were absolutely Safe to use.
Because, they have to pay the bills, if Fire or Ex-

Gasburncr on its
stem.
g
Bind the two in position with a
piece
of Rubber Hose.
Then fill the bowl of the pipe with
Calcium Carbide.
Next tie a rag over "head of the bowl to keep in the
.
.
Carbide.
Now put the pine into a Glass of
I
Water, as in picture.
nN
vC-here you have a complete Gas
plant for 25 cents.
Touch a match to the Burner
and you'll get a beautiful White Gaslight.
Of course, this is only an experiment, but it shows the wonderful simplicity of Acetylene Lighting.
Tliat very simplicity gave Acetylene
tight-fittin-

fine-grou-

plosion occurs, from any one of the Acetylene Generators they authorize.
And, here's a proof of their good judgment.
Though there arc now Two Million people using
Acetylene Light in America, there have only been four
3rircs from it in one year, against 8865 Fires from
Kerosene and Gasoline.
There have also been 4691 Fires from Electricity,
1707 Fires from City Gas, and 520 Fires from Candles.
Besides these there have been 26 Fires from the
Sun's rays, But, only four Fires from Acetylene.
That shows how careful the Insurance Board was
in its examination of Acetylene Generators, and in
"permitting" only the 70 makes that were above suspicion, out of the 600 experiments that were once on
the market.

1

Well, the boom in Acetylene Lighting made lower
prices possible on the material it is derived from, viz.,
Calcium Carbide, a material that looks like Granite
but acts like Magic.
Today, Acetylene Light is a full third cheaper than
Kerosene Light, or Gasoline Light, per Candle Power.
It is not more than half the price of Electric Light,
nor
that of City Gas.
If I can't prove these statements to your full satisfaction my name is not "Acetylene Jones."
But Acetylene is more than the safest and cheapest
Light of the year 1905.
It is also the Whitest Light the nearest to natural
Sunlight in health-givin- g
Blue and Violet rays, and
because of this, with its freedom from flicker, it is
the easiest of all Artificial Light on the Eyes.
It is so much like real Sunlight that it has made
plants grow 24 hours per day in dark cellars where no
ray of Sunlight could reach them. It made them grow
twice as fast as similar plants that had only the Sunviz., half the time.
light of
That wjjs proven by Cornell University in a
experiment made this very ycai
three-fourt-

Light a setback, at first.
It seemed so simple to turn Calcium Carbide into
that over 600 different kinds of "tanks" and

day-tim- e,

thre-mont-

Gas-lig-

nines I shall be happy to listen to
your treatise, and, in fact, record it
on my phonograph for the benefit of
posterity."
Plato then showed, in the manner
depicted in our illustration, that three
nines may be arranged so as to represent the number eleven, by putting
them into the form of a fraction. The
puzzle ho then propounded was, to so
arrange the three nines that they will
represent the number twenty.
It is recorded of the old crank that,
after working hard at the problem for
nine years, he one day, at nine o'clock
on the morning of the ninth day ot
the ninth month, fell down nine steps,
knocked out nine teeth and expired in
nine minutes. It will be remembered
that nine was his lucky number. It
was evidently also Plato's.
In solving the above littlo puzzle,
only the most elementary arithmetical
signs are necessary. Though the answer is absurdly simple when you boo
it, many readers will have no littlo
difficulty in discovering it. Take your
pencil and see if you can arrange the
three nines to represent twenty.
Solution.
To divide 18 by 9 (or
we, of course, multiply by ten and divide by 9. The result is 20, aa required. London

"Acetylene Machines" were invented, patented, and
marketed for the purpose, by about as many different
people.
Well, the thing to be expected certainly happened!
About 530 of these "Acetylene Machines" had been
invented and sold by people who knew more about
Tinware than they did about
The "Calcium Carbide" was all right all the time,
but 530 of the machines for turning it into Gas were
all wrong all the time.
So Acetylene Gas "got a bad name," though it is
clear enough nozv that it never deserved it at any time.
It was like selling Wood Stoves to burn Hard Coal
in, and then blaming the Coal for not burning.

;

Now, I've saved up for the last a point more important to you than all the others about Acetylene
Light.
as much of the vital
It consumes only
Oxygen from the Air of Living rooms or
consumes.
as cither Kerosene or City
That's a tremendous difference in a lifetime, mark
s
of a difference.
you
Because, Oxygen is Life.
And every bit of Oxygen stolen from the lungs of
Women, Children and Men, through Lighting, is a
loss that can never be made good again.
Acetylene Light costs you only
A 24 Candle-Powe- r
of a cent per hour.
That's about $5.05 per year, if burned every night
in the year for four steady hours.
A Kerosene Lamp of equal capacity would cost you
of a cent per hour for
a third more, viz. : three-fifth- s
Kerosene alone, or $8.75 per year.
That's exclusive of broken lamp chimneys, new
wicks, and the everlasting drudgery and danger of
cleaning, filling and trimming daily.
I want to prove these figures to you, Reader, if you
r
or storekeeper.
arc a
Tell me how many rooms you've got and I'll tell you
what it will cost to light them with brilliant, beautiful,
Acetylene.
Sanitary,
Write me today for my Free Book about "Sunlight
on Tap."
Just address mc here as
"Acetylene Jones,"
8 Adams St.,
Chicago, Uli.
one-four-

s,

g.

Gas-Lig-

three-fourth-

Lots of things happened to grieve the Owners o
these 530 makes of alleged "Acetylene Machines."
But very few accidents occurred from them even in
the days of rank experiment and dense ignorance,
among, "Generator" Makers.
Or coursc. a gun will go off unexpectedly, now and
then, if the trigger be pulled by a person who "didn't
know it was loaded."
is it?
But, that's no fault of the Ammunition
Well, finally the Insurance Companies got after
these 530 odd makes of "Acetylene Machines" that
wouldn't Acetylatc, and the Insurance Board made an
investigation of all Generators that were submitted to
them.
Then, out of the 600 odd "Machines" patented,
only about 70 were "permitted" by the Insurance Board
to lie used.
Oh, what a how! was there!
By "permitted" I mean that tr?e Insurance Board
was willing that any building should be Insured, with

two-fift-

house-owne-

eye-savi-

nine-tenth-

Tit-Bit-

Be Rats'

Hiding

Place.
chimney on
When the
the Dwight Flint place at East Hampton. Conn., was torn down, the opening between the bricks and about, the
base or the chimney were found to bo
filled with corncobs, buttons and similar articles. A pair of very quaint old
shoes were brought to light, also. The
work of stowing the things in the hiding place Is believed to have been
done by rats.
Believed

to

wife's yearning capacity Is usually var In excess of be; husband's eerjj
nz car3Cit:'
.
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On the Trail
witb Fist, Brand

nnaotlelCr1

&ish brand

lllr may bf bid on ipplleitlon

Wet Weather Garments for

)

Rldini:, Walk,
injr, Working or Sporting.
HIGHEST AWARD WORLD'S FAIR, 1904.

A. J. TOWER CO.

U.8.A.
TOWER CANADIAN
CO.. IJn-.IeBOSTON,

r.FNTRnL
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.
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trail from Texas

Slicker, used for
en overcoat when
cold, a wind ceat
whan windy, a rain coat when it rained,
and for a cover at night If we cot to bed,
and I wilt say that I hr.ve gotten mors
comfort out of your slicker than any other
oe article that I ever owned."
n1 iddrru of th writer of thli
CTh rmn

PommetSlicker

V

MI followed the

"V"

utfFB

Kh utiilxheri
1SS7. Oldest, finest and most
thorough In OolornUo. New furniture
and
fixtures. AbsiManee to positions Reasonable
tuition. Courses In Hookkerplnc. Shorthand
nnii Telegraphy
Send for hundsomo pictorial mill denerlptl ve cntaloRUo;
it's free.
Fall term opns Sept. fl.
I.. A. ARNOLD. Trealdent.
306 KntcrDilso Bide. Denver. Colo.

FOR WOMEN

troubled with ills peculiar to
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cessful. Thoroughly cleaases, kills disease germs,
tops discharges, heals inflammation and local
soreness.
Pixtine is in powder form to be dissolved in pure
water, and is far more cleansing, healing, germicidal
and economical than liquid antiseptics (or ell
TOILET AND WOMEN'S SPECIAL USES
For sale at druggists, CO cents a box.
Trial Box and Book of Instructions Pree.
Boston, mass
Thc r. Pazton company

'

$25 Weekly Easily Made
Soliciting t home. Something new. Etoluslrn
agency. Writ ADNOF MANUFACTURING
CO., 192 Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO.

CURLS

WHERE

ILL El SF

Fill

Best Couich tsyrup. Taves GooI. us
la time. Sold ,f drufrirists.

VcK'SMSf Thompson's Eyo Water

iff

Notice of Suit.

LEAN

K

In the District Court fnr the Sixth Judi
of the Territory of New Mux- en, within and for the County ol ,ua

STOCK

rial Pistrict

Coney IsliiiHl

dross,

OOL
OMFORTABLE

Bar and (ale

Treatment Good,

Good

Kolloy & Company
PlnintifT
VS.

Fred (i. Browning
Defendant

Wines,

Liquors and Cigars,
Proprietor 1

1 JAMES LANIGAN,

i

X

SMEAD'S

Restaurant and Bakery.
We solicit a share of your patronage.
REGULAR MEALS, - 25 CENTS.
The best of everything the market affords.
FULL LINE OF BREAD, PIES AND CAKES.
FRESH OYSTERS IN SEASON.
Phone 34.

SALOON
GEORGE A. MOORE.

The said defendant Kred (5. Browning is
hereby notified that a suit by attachment
has burnt commenced against liim in tin:
Pistrict Court for tins Sixtli Judicial Pistrict of tin; Territory of New Mexico, within and for the county of (,)tiay, by s a d
plaintiff Cross, Kelley .V Company, upon
an open account for goods, wares and merchandise sold and delivered by said plaintiff to said defendant, said defendant prom
ising to pay for same. Damages claimed
Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars.
That
unless you enter your appearance in said
suit on or before the i v day of Decem
ber A. P. 1905, judgment by default there
in will be rendered against you.
On as. 1'. Downs,
Clerk.
Mkiritt C. Mhchkm, Tucumcari, New
Mexico, Attorney for Plaiutill.

All Brands of Whiskies
fine

Wines,

Elephant

4?
4?

Saloon.

Kentucky Whiskies.
0

TRY THEM.
A. B. DAVBER,

0
o
0

PROP.

(ity Meat Narke
W. B. JARRELL,

Main St.,

t
f

Cf

V

Your

-

Solicited
Tucumcari.

SALOON.
LIQUORS and

X

X

I

CO.,

X

N. M.

Van Lane of Stratford, Texas, passed
through Monday en route to IS s t a n c i a
where he intends to locate a homestead.
One of the I'attison's, an old acquaintance,
went him from this place.

51

x

SMITH

The two firms Gross, Kelly & Co. and
The M. H. Goldenberg Co. are strong
business institutions and are great factors
in the upbuilding of this community.
People who do not live here cannot realize the
volume of business they do. Ranchmen
do'not have to send to a large town for
supplies or any other accommodations.
Kvery thing they need is available here.
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Open day and night..

Dining Ha.ll and Lunch Counter.
Oysters and Fish in season.
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Patronage Solicited

Main Street

T. S.

Cigars.

FINE WINES,

To all whom it may concern notice is
hereby given: That I will, under and by
virtue of a certain decree made and entered on the 27th day of October A. D.
1905
by the Hon. lidwarl A. Mann, presiding
Judge of the District Court for the Sixth
Judicial District, the Territory of New
Mexico, sitting in and for the County of
Quay, in a certain cause therein pending,
wherein the First National Hank of Tucumcari, New Mexico, was plaintiff and
Cabe Adams and L. IS. Speed, were defendants as Receiver of said Court in said
cause, sell at public vendue to the highest
and best bidder for cash, the following described property
Seventy-eigh- t
head, more or less, of cattle, branded 9X on left side.
Said sale to be held on the .:7th day of
November A. D. 1905, at the front door of
the Court Mouse in Tucumcari, N. M., between the hour of 9 a. m. and the setting
of the sun on the same day.
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Notice of Receiver's Sale.
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g Staple Fancy Groceries. 3
&
We lake your orders and
make prompt delivery. .. .

OUR. PRJCES

ARE ALWAYS RIGHT.

